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PREFACE

This report is the seventh issue of tho Air Force Academ~y Aeronau ic,, D igl * Our ia iy i1, r r at

articles which represent recent scholarly work by uent Tn faculty of the Oenartorat of A.-rru~i:

membors of Othur departments of the Academy and the Frank J. Sci lor Resadrch L)'.ora)trry, rosazarct-rs
Ksdirectly or indirecty involved with USAFA-sponi~ored projects, and authors in f ield1s of i nt:arcct t. thul

USAIFA.

In addition to complete papers, the Digest also includes, when arppropriate, abstracts of ltnqil~iicr
reports and articles published in other formats. The editors will consider for publicdtion cuntricjuticans in
the general field of Aeronautics, including:

*1 * Aeronautical Engineering
Aerodynamics
Flight Mechanics
Propulsion
Structures
Instrumentation

Fluid Dynamics
*Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

* B iomechan ics
* Engineering Education
* Aeronautical History

Papers on ether topics will be considered on an individual basis. Contributions should be sent to:

Editor, Aeronautics DigRt
DFAN
US Air Force Academy, CO 80840

The Aeronautics Digest is presently ecited by Maj A.M. Higgins, PhD); Capt F.M. Jonajs. PhD; Maj E.J.
Jumper, PhD; and T-Capt J.M. Kempf, PhD), Department of English, who provided the final editorial rtview. Oa-;r

- - thanks also to our Associate Editor, Barbara J. Gregory, of Contract Technical Services, Inc.

NTIC S~

F 

i 
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Tfhe first five issues of the Pj~est can be ordered fcem the Defense Documontatiran Cenler (DI)C). Cameron
*Station, Alexandria, VA 22324. Use the following AD numbers: Aeronautics Digjes t - Sprino 1978

ADA0020. Aeonatic Di~pstFaH 1918, ADA069U44; Aeronautics Di.7. D~549
Aeronautics Qigeast _ all 199W DAL7O and Aeronautics Digetj -Srijl umri r1980.. ADA096678.
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*1 THE MASS FLUX SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITION
FOR LINEARIZED POTENTIAL FLOW

F.M. Jonas*

Abstract

This paper discusses and demonstrates mathematically the use of consistent boundary conditions when
solving equations which approximate real fluid flow relationships. In particular, potential flow equations
are examined and appropriate boundary conditions are presented. Furthermore, these exact potential flow
equations are simplififed by assuming small perturbations to the flow field about a body, and boundary
conditions consistent with this approximation are developed. The paper closes by presenting an analytic
solution to the linearized small perturbation potential equation, or Prandtl-Glauert equation, for the
idealized flow about an elliptic cylinder. This solution is obtained only after the successful application
of consistent boundary conditions.

1. Introduction

Potential flow theory has been a useful tool for aerodynamic engineers. Potential flow theory, of

course, is based on the assumption that a given fluid flow is inviscid (frictionless) and irrotational

(i.e.. the fluid elements may deform but may not rotate as they move with the fluid). Although potential

flow theory represents a highly idealized condition which actual fluid flow never achieves, the

mathematical equations which are derived from the idealized theoretical condition can be used by engineers

to provide accurate estimates of some of the aerodynamic forces generated by a body as it moves through a

real fluid. These aerodynamic forces include: lift, pitching moment, and inviscid drag-due-to-lift.

Due to the increased sophistication of computer technology in recent years, aeronautical engineers

have demonstrated a renewed interest in developing numerical techniques that can be used along with the

equations derived from potential flow theory for practical analysis of aerodynamic fluid flow phenomena.

This renewed interest is largely due to the fact that the use of these numerical techniques and modern

compu~ers can, in combination, solve difficult potential flow problems that arise from fluid flows around

* very complex aerodynamic shapes such as a complete aircraft or a specific missile configuration. For

compressible (subsonic or supersonic) fluid flows the most useful method that has been used to date for

* predicting the inviscid aerodynamic characteristics of aeronautical designs or arbitrary configurations has

* been the distributed surface singularity or panel method (Ref. 1-3).

* Classcally, ana!ytical methods for evaluating potential fluid flows such as the panel method have

been based on a further assumption that the disturbances created by an aerodynamic body as it moves through

the fluid are small (i.e., the changes in velocity of the fluid as it moves around the body are small

compared to the free stream velocity). This assumption serves as the basis for thin airfoil/slender body

theory and is a reasonable assumption for most streamlined aerodynamic shapes. Making this assumption

allows one, through physical reasoning, to reduce the exact mathematical expression describing potential

flow, which is a highly nonlinear equation, to a linear equation. The Prandtl-Glaucrt (P-G) equation (or

tlie linearized potential equation) results from the simplifying assumptions of thin airfoil theory and is an

*Captain, USAF, Assistant Professor of Aeronautics, DFAN
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approximation for analyzing the aerodynamic performance of slender or thin bodies In subsonic or supersonic

fluid flows. The P-G equation, and the exact mathematical expression describing potential flow from which

the P-G equation is derived, are both expressed as second-order partial differential equations. As such,

two boundary conditions must be specified before one can obtain a specific solution describing the

potential flow field about a given body. These two boundary conditions are specified where the theoretician

Y or engineer knows something (or can make a reasonable assumption) about the fluid flow as it Interacts with

the body of interest. Normally the two boundary conditions are specified at (1) the surface of the body of

interest, and (2) far away from the body of interest. For the first boundary condition, since the potential

flow is frictionless, it is reasonable to assume that the velocity or surf ace flow must parallel the

surface (for real fluids with friction or viscosity we know that this boundary condition is specified by

requiring the velocity to be zero at the surface). This is called the no-slip condition for frictionless

flows and can be restated by requiring the velocity vector of the fluid flow normal to the surface of

interest to be zero. This is the velocity surface boundary condition (VBC). For the second boundary

condition far away from the body it is reasonable to assume for both friction less and real fluids that the

disturbances created by the body disappear (or at least remain finite, small, and do not grow).

* I In the process of arriving at the approximate formulation of the potential flow field about an

aerodynamic body, as represented by the P-G equation (i.e., the reduction of the exact mathematical

expression for potential flow from a nonlinear to a linear equation when one assumes small perturbations),

* to be consistent one needs to apply the same reasoning to the exact mathematical formulations of the

boundary conditions. This is indeed done in thin airfoil/slender body theory and one arrives at an

approximate formulation of the velocity surface boundary condition to be used in conjunction with the P-G

equation. The boundary condition far away from the body, however, remains the same as exactly formulated.

In an attempt to obtain more accurate solutions to the P-G equation (solutions which represent the velocity

field about the body of interest and thus the resulting distribution of surface pressure), especially when

using numerical techniques, some have resorted to using the exact and not the approximate surface boundary

* condition.

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that a more consistent boundary condition to apply at

the surface of interest when using the P-G equation (i.e., consistent with the approximation implied by the

* P-G equation) is not the exact velocity boundary condition, but an approximation to the mass flux surface

boundar/ condition (MFBC). The mass flux boundary condition require,, that there be no mass flowing through

the aerodynamic surface.

The reasons for using the mass flux boundary condition and not the exact velocity boundary condition

at the surface of interest In conjunction with the P-G equation will be developed in the fol lowing manner.

First, the exact mathematical formulation describing the potential flow of a fluid will be presented

* showing the problem formulation to be highly nonlinear. The exact mathematical expressions for the surface

3
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boundary condition (velocity and mass flux) and infinity boundary condition (far away from the body of

interest) will also be presented. Next, the assumption of small perturbations will be introduced, and the

resulting approximate equations (i.e., the P-G equation) derived. This process is necessary to arrive at

the formulation of the problem as most commonly presented and applied. The velocity surface boundary

condition will only be presented in its exact formulation as the approximate formulation has already been

thoroughly developed and verified (Ref. 4) in thin airfoil/slender body theory applications. At this point

an attempt to obtain an analytic solution to the P-G equation for an elliptic cylinder (two-dimensional) in

subsonic compressible flow will be made, applying the exact velocity surface boundary condition and then

the appropriate mass flux surface boundary condition. It will be shown that an analytic solution can be

successfully obtained only by applying the latter surface boundary condition (the infinity boundary

condition remains unchanged). Finally, the analytic solution, in terms of the surface velocity distribution

at a zero-lift condition, will be presented for selected Mach numbers.

II. Statement of Exact Problem

The steady, inviscid, irrotational (potential) flow past an arbitrary configuration (Figure 1) is

formulated in termf of the velocity potential, t, where the velocity V= Vas follows:

A. Governing equation (governing the flow field or velocity about the body)

V
2

where the local speed of sound at any point in the flow is given by

a2 2 (2  2
a2 a. -( - U. ) (2)

2

SURFACE DEFINED BY

F(x,y,z) = 0

Fiqure 1. Axis System Rotation

4
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Eqn. (1) is a second-order partial differential equation which requires that two boundary conditions be

specified before one can attempt to oblain a solution. Two convenient locations to specify boundary

conditions are at the surface of interest and far away from the body.

B. Surface boundary Condition

Velocity (VBC):

• n = 0 on F(x,y,z) = 0 (3)

Eqn. (3) requires the velocity to be parallel to the surface or that the velocity vector normal to the

*surface is zero (inviscid or frictionless flow).

Mass Flux (MFBC):

Sp • =0 on F (xy,z) = 0 (4)

Eqn. (4) requires that the mass flux perpendicular to the surface be zero or that there is no mass flow

into the body.

C. Fluid boundary condition at infinity (far away from the body)

Vo-Ui at infinity (5)

This requires that any disturbances in the fluid due to the presence of the body disappear when one gets

very far away from the body.

Note that the velocity boundary condition (Eqn. (3)) and the mass flux boundary condition (Eqn. (4))

at the surface differ only by the inclusion of the local density, p, which changes the physical

interpretation of what is being imposed at the surface. At first glance this difference appears

superfluous. Since the fluid is assumed to be a continuum (no holes), and subsequently the density of the

fluid is nowhere zero, then one can eliminate density from Eqn. (3) making the two surface boundary

conditions identical. In fact, if Eqn. (1) could be solved exactly at every point in the flow field, and

since the density of the fluid is not zero anywhere, then the standard velocity boundary condition should

be enforced. Eqn. (1) cannot be solved for arbitrary configurations, thus one must resort to an approximate

method. One approach is to use numerical techniques, such as finite difference, to solve Eqn. (1) with the

appropriate boundary conditions for a given configuration. For this case the velocity boundary condition

(Eqn. (3)) is used at the surface (Ref. 5). Another approach is to solve an equation which approximates

Eqn. (1). The Prandtl-Glauert or linearized potential equation is an example of this latter technique. It

is the purpose of this paper to show, with respect to the P-G equation, that the mass flux boundary

5
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condition (Eqn. (4)), with its subsequent approximations, is the correct boundary condition to anpIy al tt (

surface in order to obtain valid solutions.

The exact problem can be restated in terms of a non-dimensional perturbation velocity notontial,

where

SU-1 (x + 0) (6)

The problem is nondimensionalized to permit application of perturbation theory as presented in the next

section. The length, Z, represents some characteristic body length (such as the chord length) which also is

used to non-dimensionalize the coordinate directions (x,y,z). The reason for introducing the perturbation

parameter 0 is to measure directly the effects of the body on the fluid. The gradient of the perturbation

velocity potential, 7$, thus represents the perturbation velocity components (u/U_, v/U., w/U_) because of

the presence of the body. Replacing the local speed of sound in Eqn. (1) with Eqn. (2) and rewriting Eqns.

* :(1, 3-5) in terms of the non-dimensionalized quantities results in:

A. Governing equation

142(] -M ) * x + 0 y  + 0 z  = M a, [(y + I) x +- ( --1Y -- ~

+M2 [(y + 1 +x Y T - ( 2 
+  

y)]Ozz
- xx yy zz x 2 x ' 2 ) y 21

+ 2M1- ((y + + (I 2 
+  

zY - 1 2 + + yz
eo2 y + ( V xyy

2~ [(- ) ($ Y- 2 + 02)],(7
+ y ( zz

+ 2M2 [(0 + 0 0 + (4 + 0 0 +0001
y x y xy z x z xz y zyz

B. Surface boundary condition

Velocity (VBC):

(I + + y ny + 0znz - 0 on F(x,y.z) = 0 ,8)

Mass Flux (MFBC):

-= [(1 + 0,k)n + + *znz - 0 on F(x.y,z) - 0 (9)

where

"x - / IVF, nz  AF IVFI

C. Fluid infinity boundary condition

9# 0 at infinity (10)

6
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Eqn. (7) dramatically shows the highly nonlinear nature of the problem. Analytic solutions for

arbitrary configurations cannot be obtained and one is forced to seek numerical or approximate solutions.

II1. Small Perturbation Theory

Probably the most used approximation of Eqn. (7) for compressible flow is the equation that results

when one assumes that the body to be analyzed is thin or slender and the resultitq perturbations are smell.

Since 0 represents the perturbations due to the body (e.g., change in velocity duo to presence of the

body), one can examine the relative magnitude of terms in Eqn. (7) and neglect those that are small t:ascd

on physical reasoning. The governing equation resulting from this assumption (Ref. 4 and 6) is:

-2- xx + yy + zz 0

(Note that this approximation is linear.)

whereh 2 . 2

Eqn. (11) forms the basis for thin airfoil/slender body theory and predictive inviscid aerodynamics,

and it is valid for subsonic or supersonic potential flows, It must be remembered that this equation

*applies to small perturbations and will yield valid solutions only in those regions where this assumption

is valid (Ref. 6). Note that for incompressible flow (M---wO) Eqn. (II is exact regardless of the body;

for example, Eqn. (11) is identical to Eqn. (7) for incompressible flow.

IV. Boundary Conditions

In order to obtain a solution to Eqn. (11) one must apply the appropriate boundary condilions at the

body and fluid infinity. It would be ideal to apply boundary conditions such that the problem could be

transformed to an equivalent incompressible flow problem (Laplace's equation), which has known analytic

solutions. The application of thin airfoil/slender body theory accomplished this and provided

aerodynamicists the first opportunity to make accurate estimates of the potential flow field about

arbitrary configurations, especially those immersed in a compressible flow. With the advent of computer

capabilities and associated numerical techniques such as the panel method (Ref. 1-3), the emphasis has been

on the application of more exact boundary conditions (as opposed to thin airfoil theory), especially (t the

surface of the body. The most obvious candidate is the exact velocity boundary condition or:

(1 + Ox )nx + *y n + *z n - 0 on F(x,y,z) = 0 (12)

7
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f-gn. (7), the exact qoverning equation, is a mathematical st:atement that represents the conservation

i of mass (trio continuity equation). An approximation of this equation, such as the P-G equation (Eqn. (11)),

does not assure mass conservation. If we use Eqn. (11) and apply the VBC (Eqn. (12)) at the surface, we

still have not assured continuity. Chin (Ref. 7) has claimed that to obtain analytic solutions to the P-C

I equation, it is necessary to reinforce this lost continuity condition by imposing the zero-mass flux

condition at the surface (MFBC). In fael, it appears impossible to transform the P-G equation to Laplace's

equations and simultaneously maintain a zero-net flux condition through the closed-body streamline (Ref. 7)

1 when trying to obtain analytic solutions, unless one uses a consistent approximation (to the approximation

implied by the P-C, equation) to the mass flux surface boundary condition, Eqn. (9). (This is demonstrated

in the next section as appl led to the elliptic cylinder.) It can he shown that this consistent

approximation derived from Eeln. (9) (Ref. 6-8) is

'4.

( +1
2 )n x + yn + *zn = 0 on F(x,y,z) 0 (13)

X y y z Z

This then is the boundary condition to he applied at the surface when using the P-C equation. This

mass flux boundary condition approximation differs from the velocity boundary condition by the inclusion of

B2 , and is identical for incompressible flow (6 2 
= 

1). The boundary condition to be applied at fluid

infinity requires that the disturbances due, to the presence of the body disappear, or as previously

presented

70 0 at infinity (14)

The proble m now is welI posed, and thus one is quaranteed that analytic solutions exist.

It should he noted that the ncssity for applyinq the mass flux boundary condition in thin

airfoil/,lender body theory does not arise (althouqh for higher order approximations it may be necessary).

This i, hecause the x-componont of the perturbati(n velocity ( x) in Eqn. (12) (VBC) is neglected (Ref. 4)

in the surface boundary condition, and thus when one also nog lects this ferm in Eqn. (13) (MFBC) the two

boundary conditions 1become identical° Whether or not this is fortuitous, it illusl1rates rhe use of a

boundary ,ondition con,istent with the a,,sumptioris made in the derivalion and appliction of thin

airfoilPlneder body theory.

V. Ellip J Cylind;r in Subsonic Potential Flow

To illustrate the nece;ssity for applyinq the MFBC approximation, Eqn. (13), a!, opposed to the exact

VBC, Erin. (12), when ,olvinq the: P-G erliation we will atlempt to obtain an analytic solul ion. The: problem

to be ,,olved i-. the nonliitinrl  t Il tical cylinder (iwo-dimensional) in subsonic potontial flow as shown in

8
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"F(x,y)=x2+(y/. )2 -1=0

Figure2. Elliptic Cylinder

Figure 2. First we will apply the exact VBC, then the MFBC approximation, demonstrating that a valid

analytic solution can only be obtained in the latter approach.

The approach involves transforming the problem (Eqn. (11) with either the VBC, Eqn. (12), or the MFBC,

Eqn. (13), applied at the surface, and the infinity boundary condition, Eqn. (14)) to the flow about an

equivalent circular cylinder in incompressible flow or

V • = 0 on surface, circular cylinder

V --a U_ at infinity

At this point the known solution about the circular cylinder can then be transformed back to the ellipse in

compressible flow. This in essence involves eliminating the 8
2 
terms in Eqns. (11) and (13) through a

coordinate transform and a transform of the perturbation potential function 0. If successful, the final

step will he to apply the Joukowski transform, mapping the equivalent ellipse to the known solution about a

circular cylinder in incompressible flow. First lot us consider the statement of the problem applying the

VBC at the surfacc:

A. Governing P-G equation for two-dimensional flow

820x + 0 = 0 (15)

B. Exact VBC (nx-x, ny-y/
2
)

(1 + Ox)(x) + *y (y/c
2
) " 0 on F(x,y) x

2 
+ (y/C)

2 
- 1 - 0 (16)

C. Infinity boundary condition

x . 0 y --- s0 at infinity (17)

Applying the 1'-G cnordinate transform, = x/S 1 0) results in:

9
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xx yy(I OR +  
0y' =

/ 0 (19)

(1 +- * )(8 ) + *y (ylE 2
) i-0 on F(,y)= ()

2  
2 _ 0 (19)

* .e et # nC - -'O , * y- --0 at infinity (20)
y

$0 -' O y---- 0O at infinity (20)

Now letr 0/6, resulting in

.. +~ =y 0 (21)

(1 + + (Y/
2
) = 0 (22)

x y

*-0' 0 - 0 at infinity (23)
x y

*Finally, let 4P x +0, resulting in

xx + 0 =y 0 (24)

@0 ( ) + Iy (y/E
2
) = 0 (25)

Ix- 1, ~P -- '-00 at infinity (26)
x y

The problem has been successfully transformed to an incompressible flow problem. However, upon

examining the surface normals in Eqn. (25) we see that the surface boundary condition is satisfied on the

surface specified by

* P( y) -=i2 + (y/C) 2 - 0 (27)

- f(x,y) - (X/B)
2 
+ (y/C)

2 
- I - 0 (

and not the original surface specified by the following equation:

F(,y) = (0)2 + (y/c)
2  

- - 28)

F(x,y) - x2 + (y/E)2 _ =0 2

10
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Thus, wh ile Onie may obtain a solution that appear, cnrrect, 0inct both surfaces hivtr the2 s -v aximum1

thickness (or y th; chord Iengths are di fferent) i nd yield approx imale I y I Odon a rcixium r v.. I i V, iI i,

clearly for the wrono s{urface.

Now let us attempt the same prolen applying the MFRC at tho surfjcc. The statement of t,, protlorr. is

as tel lows:

A. PI-C equat ion

2 80 + = 0 (29)

B. Approximate MFOC

(+8) (X) + *(y/E 2 ) =0on F(x,y) x2 + (y/F)2  1 =0(3i
... y

* ; "C. Infinity boundary condition

* -*0, *y-- 0 (31)

Applyinq the P-G transformation, x = x/B (j e 0), results in

* -+ =0 32)

S( + 8€-)(8x) + y (y/ ) = 0 on F(X,y) = 0 (33)

-, Oy 0 at infinity (34)

Now lot 80 , resultinq in

xx yy

(1 + *-)(O2
x) + y /C

2 ) 
= 0 on F(xy= 0 3ba)

x y yc) Fxy

--- 0, -- 0 at infinity (U)

I1
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Finally, let 1 x + *, resulting in

xx yy

~ (62x) + (y/E
2
) = 0 on F(xy) 0 (59)

x y

x -- I, -- 0 at infinity (4u)x y

Aqain, the problem has been successfu! ly transformed to an incompressible flow Prolenm, bul this li-fo for

the correct surface:

F(x,y) (Bx)
2 

+ (y/c)
2  

1 1 = 0 (41)

or

F(x,y) = x
2 

+ (y/C)
2 

- 1 0 (42)

One can now proceed to transform this problem to the known solution about a circular cylinder in

incompresible flow using the Joukowski transform. The resultinq analytic solution (Ref. 6) is

(xy) = - P + + + constant (43)

where

k = 11)(44)

P = y
2 
+ (--+ k)2 (45)

q ,2 + ( k)' (46)

P . p + q/2 (47)

* P q2k

Q2k (48)

R - - p J2 t (49)

12
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As demonstrated, this problem cannot be successfully transformed to an equivalent incompressible floe

problem for the same or given surfaco using the exact VBC. An analytic solution is successfully otlainel

only after one uses a consistent approximation (to the approximation impliod by the P-G equation) to tro

MFBC at the surface. It may be concluded from this that the attempt to uso the more exact VBC ci thu

(a8) THIN AIRFOIL THEORY

1.0 5-50% CHORD

V/Uo 0.5 o

Wb THIN AIRFOIL THEORY

1.0 5-50% CHORD

V/U00
0.M5 0.5

! I I i I I

(c)

1.5

THIN AIRFOIL THEORY

5-50% CHORE)
V/U. 1.0 0-5%

CHORD

4r "0.1
Moos 0.8

0.5-

1.0 0.95 Q9 0.8 0.6 04 0.2 0

lxI
Figure 3. P-0 Solution, Two-Dimensional Ellipse, MFDC, c 0.1.

(a) M. = 0; (h) M. = 0.5; (c) NI,,, 0.8
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surface in numerical techniques solvinq the P-G equation may lead to incorrect resulls. Therefore, to be

consistent one should apply the MFBC at the surface for compressible flows. This applies to any surface and

is not peculiar to the ellipse.

In Figure 3 the solution (Eqn. (43)) is Presented in terms of the total velocity, V/U-, where

V + (1+0)2 + * 2 (50)

for an elliptic cylinder,c = 0.1, at freestream Mach numbers of 0, 0.5, and 0.8.

For comparison, the thin airfoil theory solution (Ref. 6)

V (!

is shown in those fiqures and represents an asymtotic limit for the more exact solution using the MFBC. For

incompressible flow the MFBC solution is exart, as shown in Figure 3a, while for compressible flows

(Figures 3t) and 3c) the MFBC solutions are approximations to the exact problem. In Figures 3b and 3c the

velocity at thtc st:qnution poirnts. (1x1 
= 1) is nut zeru bul some finitu value. This is not an error,

but it is consistent with the approximation impl)ied hy the P-G equation, since the perturbations are no

longer small in tie stagnation ruion (V-0). In fact, the perturbation velocity component, x or u/U_, is

on the order of the freestroam velocity in this region. The fact that small perturbation theory breaks down

in this reqion has been noted by many investinators (Ref. 6, 9-13) and is dramatically illustrated by the

results of thin airfoil theory for all Mach numbers. This result does not hinder the calculation of

4 inviscid lift or pitching moments but is of concern for inviscid drag calculations (Ref. 6, 9-12). If one

attempted to numerically apply tho VBC, the velocity at the stagnation point would he forced to zero for

all froestream Mach numbers. Althouqh this is physically true, one must ask if this is a reasonable result

of a method based on small perturbations.

VI. Goncl us ions

It has boen successfully demonstrated that in the effort to obtain more exact solutions to the

Prandtl-Glauert equation, one should apply the mass flux boundary condition approximation at the surface

and not the exact VBC. This boundary condition approximation (MFBC) is consistent with the approximation

implied by the Prandtl-Clauert equation. The fact that one cannot obtain analytic solutions to the

Prandtl-Glauert equation using th(u exact velocity boundary condition has implications concerning the

validity of solutions obtained using numerical techniques which solve the P-G equation applying the exact

velocity surface boundary condition.

14
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Symbols

a speed of sound

F(x,y,Z) surface equation, F(x,y,z) : 0

xcharacteristic length

M Mach number

noutward surface normal

U velocity

V velocity

. (uvw) perturbation velocity components in Cartesian coordinates system

(x,y,z) Cartesian coordinates, unit vectors (i,j,k)

B 2  
I - M.

y ratio of specific heats

C thickness parameter

* density

(x,y,z) perturbation potential function

f(x,y,z) Potential function

co freestream conditions
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A NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF Till f-ff'T, ('F
F IN PLANFOM PARAMETERS ON THE SUBSONIC Lo ~PEPFOVfMANHCE

OF A SUPERS' NIC APPOW WINC' COfIF k NATPCII

G.T. .Ad.5uyimei* ani C.L. Llon'*

Abhst ract

A numerical investiqation was conducted to assess the aerodynamic effects of indef~oronliv -vv -I

leading edqe sweep, taper ratio, and aspect ratio of vertical outboard fins mountc'- on j 71."-1.-r, .1".C
arrow wing. This investigation used the Quasi-Vortex-Lattice Method to ,tt),nfeort fffr~i r-r.~
tunnel tests of the basic wing confiquratio6 and was performed for a Mach number of .8, an,, ! if

coefficient of 0.263. The results indicate that adding the fir~ to the basic winc conficura!i-r- alwavL
decreases the wing root bending moment anr! increases wine aerodynamic oft icioecv, ,axcept when, t '- fin

intersecting tho wing lead ieq edge. If the fin is shifted aft at a constant spb,-nwisez positio)n the roojt

beningmomntdecreases.

I. Introduction

Because of the potential for achieving greater lift-to-drag ratio (LIP) or aorocvnanic eff iciency,

aeronautical engineers and aircraft designers are devoting increased research to arrow windeniurto

rather than delta wing configurations for use in supersonic transport aircraft (Ref. 1). The achi-verwnt of

an increased lift to drag ratio is important since it would moan that a particular aircraft design ol

provide a greater range potential.

For example, an arrow wing with vertical fins mounted inhoard of the winatips has become a sutiect for

recent investigations by NASA. After prel iminary tsigthis design appears to be advantageous thecause r,

its increased L/D ratio. The addition of the fins not only helps to increase L/D. hut they also corrtrihu~o

significantly to the directional stability of the aircraft. An example of an arrow wing model wil-oul f~r,,

is shown in Figure I. A similar ar-ow winq-hod model with a span of 40 inches has beer testod in to

Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel and the NASA-Ame., Unitary Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.4C f- 2.'0 IRe'.

2). In addition, tests at the Boeing facility have been conducted with a fin planform ani relative ',i7(e 3a

illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 (Ref. 3). However, there has been no information publishe-d rcar'inro 1h..

effects of the fin planform parameters (sweep, taper ratio, aspect ratio) on the subsonic cruino-

performance of an arrow wing. Thus, the purpose of the research described in this naner wao, to) lutormin,-

the effects of fin planform parameters on the subsonic cruise performance of an arrow wind Co)rfiqjr-ati"n.

X : 0.10

Fin urc 1. Basic Arrow Winq Planform and Fin Loclioinn

*Lt. Col., UISAF, Tenure Associate Professor of Aeronautics, DFAN
**Profesor of Aerosjpare Engineering, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kainsao
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- Present Case

- Sample Variations

ALE Variation X Variation AR Variation

S, X, & AR Constant S,A.E, & AR Constant S, X, & ALE Constant

Figure 2. Basic Fin Planform with Parumctcr Variations

Present Case
Fin LE at Wing - 0.0 Fin LE at Wing 0.15

C C

Figure 3. Fin Mounted with Leading Edges and Trailing Edges Aligned

II. Scope of Investigation

The investigation was focused on determining the effects of changing leading edge sweep angle, wing

taper ratio, and the aspect ratio of the fin planform, and determining the resulting aerodynamic

performance for a given arrow-wing configuration. Each of these parameters were independently varied while

the other two parameters and the fin Planform area were held constant. In addition, the investigation was

conducted with two different chordwise fin locations on the arrow wing. The fin was mounted at a spanwise

location of y/(b/2) = 0.725 for both cases where the expression b/2 represents the semi-span of the winq.

In the first fin position, the leading edge of the fin touched the leading edqge of the wing, i.e., x/c =

0.0 where c represents the wing chord. In the second fin position, the fin was set back from th(! wing's

leading edge at x/c = .15. The fin leading edge sweep was varied from 0 to k degrees, the taper ratio from

0.0266 to 1.0, and the aspect ratio from 0.734 to 8.0. For taper ratio and aspect ratio variations the

smaller number represents the limit where the fin root chord is equal to the local wing chord. The basic

arrow wing of Figure 1 *as usud for this investigation, while typical fin planform variations are shown in

Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the two fin positions investigated. Figures 1, 2, and 3 also depict the baseline

finned-wing configuration as the "present case."

Ill. Method of Analysis

The entire analysis was performed using the Quasi-Vortex-4.attice Method (QVLM) described in Ref. 4 and

in he Appendix. The QVLM is a numerical method (panel method) based on linearized potential flow theory

which assumes that a fluid (air) is frictionless and irrotational. Furthermore, the fluid disturbances

created by a body are assumed to be small in comparison to the free stream velocity. In using the QVLM the

18
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wing planform Is first divided into chordwise and spanwise regions or panels. Then, horseshoe vortices are

placed in each panel to model the aerodynamic effects of the wing on the flow field. The QVLM uses a

spanwise constant vortex distribution on each panel. However, it differs from other vortex lattice methods

(VLM) in the manner in which the chordwise vortex distributions are allowed to vary (Ref. 4 and Appendix).

Since the method assumes a frictionless fluid flow about a body, only the effects on lift and pitching

moment are examined to determine changes in aerodynamic efficiency.

IV. Computer Program Modification

The QVLM exists as a Fortran computer code on the Honeywell 66/60 at the University of Kansas. This

code is a 2100-line program which handles straight tapered and double delta planforms with or without

winglets and/or flaps. Camber coordinates may be input, and linear twist is allowed. For purposes of this

investigation, the program was modified to allow for a vertical fin mounted inboard of the wingtip, and

experimental data for a cambered and twisted arrow wing (Ref. 2 and 3) was used as a benchmark for program

verification. Camber for the flexible wing is specified by

L- AA +B( +C+D+ [-sec 

basic camber aeroelastic camber

where j = 2y/b

A = 0.11 (1 - 27) + 0.03

B = -0.0825 (1 - 2 ) - G(9) - 0.101

C = 0.0275 (1 - 2) + 0.0075 - A - B

D = -0.0075 (1 - 27) - 0.0075

G(Q) is the twist distribution in radians

For this investigation only the basic camber in Eqn. (1) was included since the wind tunnel models were

made of rigid steel (Ref. 2).

Twist information was only available in graphic form as shown in Figure 4. A seventh order polynomial

was fitted to the twist distribution with reasonable accuracy. It should be noted that the twist axis is

located at x/c = 0.75 of the wing. The resulting twisted and cambered planform is shown in Figure 5, where

the curvature has been exaggerated by a factor of 8 for clarity.

Numerous computer runs were made with the modified program to verify this computer code against wind

tunnel data. Cambered and twisted wings, as well as flat wings, were investigated. Both configurations were

tested with the fin on and off. A study was also conducted to determine the minimum number of control

points necessary for reasonable accuracy. Since computer processor time varies with the square of the total

number of control points per halfspan, cost considerations dictated that the analysis he conducted with the
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Twist -- Tw i st -. 05041 ,3.61004
* (deg) -1 --- 36-980469'-37792049"

-22y 008y0049

bb

-3 NII

-4 

I-I

5 L-

~~~inn ~ ~ ~ icr wit fin-is ons hDtstributions oi ee adtfnvsqt thef- Arrt cWifn ntgl i s

OdC.F iur 6. Arrws in f th urve f eandor Can'o F in u r owssanrlod ny aactr io 8s f-r lriy

no)rmai I fo)rce con.f f i c (iont, i , comnrr-d tocL' ther I i f t coe f f i c i nt, whero flip two f or ces, ref I ot 0, i f f-rerce

orl Ibet~cause t hey are measured i n re ference f rames wih i ci hdIi f fer i n or ioen t at i on Iv th Io p o f atlac
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Table 1
CONTROL POINT DISTRIBUTIONS

No. of Strips No. of Strips No. of No. of
Distribution Inboard Outbo ard No. of Strips Vortices Elements Per

of Fin of Fin on Fin Per Strip Halfspan

1 7 5 5 5 85

2 8 6 6 5 100

3 8 7 7 5 110

4 8 6 6 6 120

5 7 5 5 9 153

6 8 7 7 7 154

7 8 6 6 8 160

Wing With Twist & Camber

CN Fin On

0.3 - 0 Experimental CN, (Ref 3). M:0.
CL -VLM CL. 8,6,6 x6:120 M--9

02- -- -OVLM CL. 7,5,5x5=85

0i~r .1 LitCreo h wse n abrdArwWn

0.3.

* T ~~~~-COLi C 4 ,8..2610

0.2 i -OVL. CL=B. *X*/inoato

0.1 - c

0 0 c I
0~ ~ 0.1. . 04 025 0. 0708 2.510

bb

Fiqurn 7. Span Load inq of tho Twisted and (ambernd Arrow Winq wilh Fin) On at Low Mach Niumbers
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C L Fot wing
M-: 0.85

05 - e Experimental Data, Fin Off
0~5Round LE, (Ref 2)

--- Potential Lift (FLEXSTAB)
0.4 Fin Off, (Ref 2)

OVLM, 7!55x5:85

0.3 - Fin Off

0.2

* 0.1

10 2 4 6 8 10 12 a
(deg)

Figure 8. Lift Curve of the Flat Arrow Wing with

Fin On and Off Versus a Potontial Flow Model and
Experimental Data at M = 0.85

well as with fin off using distribution 1. These results show good agreement with results from another

potential flow model (FLEXTAB) and experimental data (Rof. 2).

Because the QVLM utilizes a linear, attached flow algorithm, the fin parameter effects would be

additive to either the flat or cambered and twisted wing. Thus, a flat wing model was used to investigate

these fin effects. Computer runs were then made with distributions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 identified in Table

1 using a flat wing with a fin at a Mach number of 0.85 and an angle of attd.K o 6 degrees. The results of

spanwise sectional lift characteristics and bending moment characteri.w s eto in Figures 9 and 10,

and overall wing lift coefficients are tabulated in Table 2. Disco-,+ '!ilies in ihe c.rves of Fiqures 7, 9,

and 10 occur at the wing semi-snan location y/(b/2) due to the presence of Ine fin.

€, Flat Wing, Fin On

M:0.85 / Fin Location

04 a- so ?I: .725
OVLM Data b

0.3

0.2

6 Control Point
0.1 Schemes Plotted I

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0. 0.9 1.0

b
Finure 9. Span-wise Soctional Lift Coefficients for

Six Control Point Distributions
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CB Fiat Wing, Fin On

0.07 M:08
a: 6

0

0.06 -OVLM Data

0.05 6 Control Point
0.05 Schemes Plotted

0.04

0.03
/Fin Location

0.02 2y 72

0
0 01 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 2

F. b
Fiqure 10. Snanwisc Rend inq Moment Coefficients for

Six Control Point Distributions

Table 2
COEFFICIENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR SIX CONTROL POINT DISTRIBUTIONS

AT N = 0.85, a= 6 DEGREES, AND FIN ON

VALUES

Distribution CL CI0 i CB

1 ( 7,5,5, x 5 - 85 ) .19762 .00753 .053994

2 ( 8,6,6, x 5 = 100 ) .19785 .00754 .054071

3 ( 8,7,7, x 5 - 110 ) .19808 .00752 .054188

5 ( 7,5,5, x 9 = 153 ) .19828 .00772 .054168

6 ( 8,7,7, x 7 -154 ) .19913 .07762 .054529

7 ( 8.6.6, x 8 -160 ) .19900 .00765 .054422

Average .19833 .00760 .054229

VARIATIONS VERSUS AVERAGE VALUES

Distribujtion ACL(% ACDi(%) AC B(%)

I (7,5,5. x 5 - 85 ) -. 36 -1.05 -.43

2 ( 8,6,6, x 5 - 100 ) -.24 - .79 -.29

3 (8.7,7, x 5 - 110) -.13 -1.05 -.08

5 (7.5.5. x 9 - 153 ) -.03 1.58 -.11

6 ( ,7,7. x 7 - 154 ) .40 .26 .55

7 (8.6,6, x 8 - 160 ) .34 .66 .36
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From these results, distribution I was chosen for the fin effects investigation. Not(, that this

represents a reduction in computer processor time by a factor of 1.67 when compared with thp 117in efor-Tt

scheme, and a factor of 3.5 when compared with the 160 element scheme. (Typical processor time with 85

control points is 33 seconds on the Honeywell 66/60.)

Vl. Numerical Results and Discussion of Fin Effects

The analysis was performed for a flat wing at an angle of attack of 8 d/egrees and a Mach number of

0.85 using distribution 1. This yielded a lift coefficient of 0.263. The baseline wing efficiency facthr,

and root bending moment coefficient,CB b, for a flat winq with fin off under these conditinns wa'sCbb

obtained as cb = 0.9604 and CBb = 0.0738 respectively.

For the fin leading edge sweep investigation, eight cases were run with the fin leading edge at x/(

0.15 of the wing, and seven cases were run with the fin at x/c = 0.0 of the wing. Results of this analysis

are shown in Figure 11, where the "present case" data point reflects the configuration depicted earlier in

Figures 1, 2, and 3. These results show that the addition of the fin increased Ihe wing efficiency and

decreased the wing root bending moment for all fin leading edge sweep angles between 0 and 80 decrees when

the fin was mounted with its leading edge at x/c 0.15 of the wing. Mounting the fin at The wing leading

edge degraded both wing efficiency and wing root bending moment. The present configuration with ALE = 71.2

degrees of the fin yields the lowest wing root bending moment. The increase in wing efficiency associated

* with the aft-fin configuration is most likely due to the increased loading edge suction on the fin from the

strong sidewash produced by the tip vortices.

1.08

Eb 1.06 cxM: 85

CB Flat Wing

CB 1.04 0 Present Case
-- Fin Aft -

-- -F i n F w d _

1.02 b

1.00 I/

0.98

0.96

0 I I I I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Fin ALE -

(deg)

Fiqur: 11. Effect of Fin Loading Edqe Sweep Variation on
Arrow Wing Efficiency and Root Bendinn Moment
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The fin taper ratio investigation was performed using 11 cases at both the forward and aft fin

positions. Results of this investigation appear in Figure 12. Of tne three f in Dararipters investiqato ,,l,

*fin taper ratio had the least effect on hoth wing efficiency and viinq roo.t bendiep moment. Acain, tho, att

fin position displayed both higher wing efficiencies and lower winq !bendiep nmomLnfs 7ha~r the,

* forward-mounted case.

1.08 Flat wing 0 Present Case

Lb 1.06 - O: 80  Fin Fwd

C, 1.04

CBb

1.00

0.98

0.96

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Fin A-

Figure 12. Effect of Fin Taper Ratio Variation on
Arrow Wing Efficiency and Root Bendinq Mome-nt

1.08

4E

~b 1.06 7b
-- Fla Wingb

C5B 1.04 M Y:.5
a: 8

0

CB b e Present Case
1.02 ~ "-Fin Aft

- - -Fin Fwd

1.00 I

SCa

0.98 -C
9

0.96

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fin AR

Firiure 13. Effort of Aspect Oii Variation on Arrow Winq Efficiuncy
and Roo~t Bendinq Mome2nI
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The slight nonlinearities at a fin taper ratio (X) of 0.12 for the aft-nounted case and X = 0.4 in

Fiqure 12 fj- the forward-mounted case were first thouqht to be anomalies resulting from an interference

pattern between the fin and vortex control poinis. Subsequent investigations involving different control

point schemes confirmed their existence, and thus they remain unexplained.

Fin aspect ratio variations were investigated by examining 10 cases at both the forward and aft fin

positions. Results of this investigation are depicted in Figure 13. Again, the aft-mounted fin exhibited
.1

higher wing efficiencies and lower winq bending moments. Of the three parameters investiqated, variation of

the fin aspect ratio in the range of 0.73 < AR < 4.0, resulted in the greatest rate of increase in wine

efficiency. For the case investigated, increasing the fin aspect ratio from 1.017 to 1.5 will result in an

increase in wing efficiency and a decrease in wing bending moment.

VII. Conclusions

The effect of varyina fin planform parameters on the subsonic cruise performance of an arrow wing was

investigated using the QVLM. In general, mounting the fin aft at the 15-percent wing chord position is more

advantageous than mounting it at the leading edge. In the aft position, the presence of the fin dlways

improved wing efficiency and decreased the root bending moment of the wing as compared to an unfinned wing.

The present configuration is nearly optimal for the cruise condition investigated. Within the constraints

of the variations investigated, the present fin leading edge sweep of 71.2 degrees provides the lowest wing

* Iroot bending moment, while fin taper ratio appears to have little effect on either wing efficiency or wing

bending moment. Increasing the fin aspect ratio to 1.5 will increase the wing efficiency and decrease the

wing root bending moment.

Symbols

AR aspect ratio

aik two-dimensional influence coefficient matrix

C leading edge singularity parameter

c local chord

E mean aerodynamic chord

CB spanwise bending moment, usually at the wing root

CBb wing root bending moment, fin off

cp ,ectional lift coefficient

CL wing lift coefficient

CN normal force coefficient, two- or three-dimensional

Dlk three-dimensional influence coefficient matrix

3Zc camber slope

2x
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M Mach number

N number of vortices, control points, or vortex strips

S wing planform area (reference area) or leading edge suction force

w upwash, normalized with respect to free-stream velocity

x chordwise coordinate of a control point, normalized with respect to local chord

x/c chordwise coordinate, normalized with respect to local chord

z/c vertical coordinate, normalized with respect to local chord

2y/b spanwise coordinate, normalized with respect to wing semi-span

a angle of attack
. wing efficiency factor, fin on

'C € wing efficiency factor, fin off

Y vortex density, normalized with respect to free stream velocity

ALE leading edge sweep angle

taper ratio

e polar coordinate of a control point

of polar coordinate of a vortex element

chordwise coordinate of a vortex element, normalized with respect to local chord
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A r arid i Y

Th- Quasi -Vortu-x-Latticc. MethodI (QVLM)

1 1understa-nd ;hat avort x laltic, iic-thod is, lel us. examine some fundamental concepts of thin

flrtr;i tiloo-rv (Iipoifi,(,,4 icctnlOi~l fl-,w). This threo.ry oostulates that the camber line of a lifting

rfuc(t~c-crans'<i tl:~) rk,0laced wi t h j vort,)x distribution represented by Y(x), which models the

* HuCt of tOOe oiri-il )n t',. fifid In rorder to do-:)rmine the unknown vertex distribution, Y(x). it is

I-,r' l aptily a Loundary con: iion, i othe surface houndary condition which specifies that theIvI-7uitv no-rmal to thu surface is zero) at the, camber I inc. A further approximation places thfe vortex

(4istriee~o on the chordl ine-. Thc surface houndarv conailion from which we determine the unknown Y(x)

(. ,ich rrnuir~s Itho ,1l)city nrrmal to the camhor I in,' to be zero) is usual ly given as

az
ax W (Al)

jZc
nrc - =s I -oe of the camber I i ne

a free streami annlo of attack

*w =deu.nwash

so da!-wnwash then can he represented as

WWx y(C)dt (A2)
27TJ 0 x-C

4here y)=vortex density Y at a chordwiso olorroent location, ~
ant' normalI i zed as Y Y /V-

chordwise location of the vortex ele-ment, and

x chordwise location of the point of observation
(control location) to satisfy the surface, boundary
cond ition,

n- th'r ,at ion roquirinq solution is a s inqular integ3ral equation gliven as

1 (E)__ d (A3)

T, is i vr i i si nqu lar in r)ie i ntegrand bencause lb., (enorinater 1-es teo zero when x = ,and thus the

;r .. r il i,, ondef iro (Clauchy singuljr i ty) . Tie unknown is, Y(M whore the bar notation has been dropped.

oi-,ns, of F -n. (A3) :,an he elhtiined numerical ly by toth QVLM and VLM. However, the inversion ef Eqn.

IMI) for lxW may he obtainedl analyt ical ly by applyinq Criemann's formula or Sbhnqenis inversion formula

Mr~ f. Fi which results, in

2(K lX,/ "C( 1  d4--. + C
x o ax j X /(1- (All)
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Application of the Kutta condition at the trailinq edree reqijir(, that tti cin5slrt (A irl, r jti n t ,'er),

or

v(I) = 0 - C = 0 (A5)

However, the remaining terms indicate that the Cauchy sinqularity as wel I s square rceet singuleriti,:n al

the leadinq edge (x 
= 
0) and the trailing edqe (x = I) are stil( nrcsent in Vic, solution of Y(X). Also,

evaluation of the integral for oeneral camber lines ( z c / x in the inte rand) is usually difficult (se'.

Eqn. (1) for the camber expression and Figure 5 to further appreciate the complexity of the present

investigation). Therefore, numerical paneling methods are usually employed to solve Eqn. (A3) becausc of

the difficulty involved in analytically integrating Eqn. (A4) for complex Shapes.

Early VLMs addressed overall aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil such as c and cm but could

not predict chordwise pressure distributions accurately. Also, the square root sinaularity at the leadinq

edge (See Eqn. A4) precluded leading edge suction effects from being accurately determined. The QVLM, on

the other hand, eliminates both the leading- and trailing-edge sinqularities as well as the Cauchy

singularity. This method is briefly outlined here, showing how these singularities ar- eliminated. This

removes the need to correct the results for regions where our solutions are undefined and therefore the

modeled flow field corresponds more closely to the real flow field about a body.

Using the transformations

x - (1 - cose) (At)

and

= (1 -cose') (A7)

Eqn. (A2) becomes

w(e) = - y(O') sine'de'
21T 0 case - case'

which may be expanded into two integrals by addinc; and suhtractinq the interal of y(O) sinh'/2- (crs -

cose') or:

7T('I y(1') sine' - y(O) sine d y(O) sine de'
2 0O c -se ' C ' 2n J cosO - cose' (O)

The second integral in Eqn. (A5) is zero by Glauert's formula, and the equation therefore becomes sir-ply

M) - - _ IT y(.') sine' - e) sine2(O) - -C SO - . d8' (A I C)
o case - case'
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Significantly, this downwash integral has neither the Cauchy singularity in the case whore 6O 6', ncrr IrK

square root singularities at the leading or trailing edqe.. The latter sinaularities are r(,-coiv(G l y thw

presence of sine . Hence, the integrand is finite everywhere on the interval 0 < 6< 7T, 3rrd tho inteqral may

therefore be represented as a finite sum using the midpoint trapezoidal rule. Lettinq

g(e) - y() sine (All)

the midpoint trapezoidal rule allows the following formulation of the inteqral expression:

f' g(e') - g(O)
1 - J ase - cose d

(A12)

~...(2L N [ ((2k -1)~~ -2N-______- 1 g-.('2 g(e)

I ose - cos ((2k - 1)c - co (2k -1)

Noting that the g(8) in the numerator of the second term of Ean. (AI2) is constant with respect to the

summation, the theory of Chehychev polynomials is applied to fix control point locations (i.e., 6 values)

such that the second term vanishes. The result is summarized by

1 N Yk X (1 -x) NC i=0
w(xj) 2 k 0, 1 0(A13)

k- i i k i

where xk = vortex locations

Cos (2k , k = 1,2, ... N (A14)

xi control point locations

- - cos I I , i 0,1,2, ... N (A15)

and C is the leadinq edge singularity parameter defined as

C - Jim y(x) X (A16)
x--.O

This semicircle system of vortex and control points (points where the surfaco boundary condition is

satisfied) is depicted in Figure Al for the case where N 
= 
4. When put into matrix form, tio system of

equations may be solved as
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1wl xI ak NxN j~jNxI 7

where

az~
Wi NL

and

aik 2N X 'kU

(D Vortex Point

0 .5
C

Figue A?. An Example of Vortex and Control Point Locations
When N =4

* The unknown Yk's can then readily be determined by solving Egn. (AM7. Once they have been Oletermined, tho.

leading edge singularity parameter becomes

W(X) N ~L xk] 
(J

+ k-I k x

and the leading edge suction force may then he obtained as

S . 'rp c2(A21,1

The simplicity of this method belles its elegance. Unl ike early convention;l voriecx lattice rnuthud,. 1,asec;

on the three-quarter chord theorem, this method (with a continuous leading schefric) yields a chor~iso

pressure distribution and loading edge suction term in accordance with linear aero,!ynamic theory.
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The two-dimensional f low moictl is reid i ly extended to atlhre-dimensiontl i low mre,)Iv witn 1ho

assumption that the vortex distribution is 5topwise cointinuous in the se)awiSo directli;' only. For tro

piresent probhlom of a winq with a fin, th e semricircle method was appliod to two ections Uth, wirij and

also over the fin in order to divide tho ',lanforri into vortex strips as shown in Fiqure A2. Hero, the

$ vortex density Yk at '3 finite number of points er) the planform is determined from the winq franaercy

condition:

i.x=i N I [, j (A22)
~1 ~Nk]L NxN NI

where Dik eul tho downwash inf luence coefficient matrix, and where N is the total number of control

21 points distributed over a hal f-span planform (from Eqe. (A19)). After the inversion of Eqn. (A22) to

r eteroine the Yk " sectio'nal- coefficients are oirtainod by assuming that the vortex distribution ties along

i ~the camber l ine. These are ttcn integlrated over The wing span to otbtain totol l ift and moment coefficients,

as; well a,, lieadinq odor thrus.t c(officients ind inducedl drag coefficients.

Il Fin Base

0 .. Vorte \Control 1 2
-Strip 'S ection b

Figujre A2. Snan-Wise Vortex Strip and Control Pc-int Locations
for Arrow Winel with Fin

This method has boon used with fot3Llo SUCCeSS (1>. 5). For the prescnt inve stiqation, an existing

computer program was mortified to allow a vertical fin to be mounted inboar,' of the wincflij in ! to

incorporate the camber and twist of theo arrow winej. The rethod was, extended to comprusil, flew ty

applying th-e Prarrdtl-Glauort comprssibility correction.
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SECTION 11

Propulsion
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AN IMPROVED METHOU FOF CALCULATION OF STATIC THRUST

FOR THlE USAFA J-85/13 TURBOJET ENGINE

NI.K. Rea-,qan*, P.D. Trornley**, and A.M. Hiqujins**"

Abstract

*This ;aper inivestigates, the reasons why thore has been a 25-percent difference between the calculated
11measured th~ruts ubli ned when test iny the General E lectr in J-85/1ii turtcjet engine instal led in tlid

;iropulsieh n; nl I,1 ,t Ithe United Stajtes Air Force Academy. Provi()L~ly, the loss of compressor bleed air
-jncqIecten in tice theoretical thrust calculation. In 1-reo presont analysis the mass flow out of the

u: -;ine exitausl izlue was nieasure d which) al loved the flow of air through the compressor hleud valves to be-
'eturmne,.Jsing tiiis he. riethod, rusultant calculatod thrust values aro now within t2 percent of actual

r-anto inaa. for enp4ine speeds up to 95 percent of ttro engine's maximum RPM. At 100 percent engine RPM,

lh,: Iifference thetween cuclt n nie~sured thrust increases to hine percent. Further study is
rc~oii~t- eu1 iur' accuritl y lela1rmirre the total and static pressures and gas properties at t he exit

int the, J-b , 1b cnqinn, at l00 lercent RPM, to reduce tric differential between calculated arid measured

I . Intr',Aliiu t ion

T nn > 1er I mtr i J-85 turtxKjoi erig ine i S the pr iriary poworp lant for 1-he Northrop T-38 tra iner anid

5f iicr jir(,raft ir, ftnnite.d Stet-s Air Force inventory. A particular model of this engine, the

J-b5/1 , is ii'ille 1*1 pr',p.sion test cell at tieu United States Air Force Academy and is. used as an

* rsru~tnra ia ! tr,- ,tulert, sludyirig aircraft propulsion. The priviary use of the engine is t
,, help a

eginn inq ;tjderil uAiverstari,' Ire ha!.ic principiles of p)ropul sion. To accompl ishi this, the sluilent observes

the engine f;acinq operatiorr, rtcr')s various eninei teniporatures anid pressure7s, arid t en use s thec measured

volues to predict such -,niline performance data as thrust and air mass flows. Until recently thc difference

Le(-tween tie stuilent's theoretical ly pred icted value of thrust and the value of measured thrust h~s Ueen at:

the order of 20 to 25 percent.. This miagnitude of error was considered unacceptable ann., in fact, often led

the students tn quvstion either th irstrumentat ion in t-he test cellI or thle Val idity of the basic equations

uhed to calculate ttie enqine's thrust. We therefore set out to determine the reasons for this wide

di ffereunce tnetauen theoretic,.l or predicted thrust of the J-85 enginie anid the thrust value actual ly

measured. Our approach not only was to examine the various data readings for accuracy (e.g., measured

thrust), but also to questicon the various assumptions used in deriving the equation used to calculate

e-ng;ine, thrust. [r!viously, we had assumned that the air mass flow entering the compressor face added to the

fuel mass flow equalled the gas mass flow through the engine exit, i.e., we assumed that tha mass flew

throuqti the comnrassor thleed valves (rACBV) and air leakage (rnLOSSES) were minimal and could be neglected.

0oiin closer anail yis of the! actual engine performance, however, we discovered that these assumptions were

erroneous. Indeed, in order to properly analyze the engine, these mass flows had to be accounted for.

Therefore, wn redeveloped the equation for calculating engine thrust and took these leakages of air into

ajccou)tnt.

2-/r~ L .ru naii I, IJSAl', Researchi Ass i,tii t, UFAN
"'Capitain, USAF, Assist int Professor of Acronatics. UFAN

* 'Major, UISAF. Ansoc iate I'rcjfos-ir of Aeronaut ius. [FAN
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I I . t!.hI A~j ,rrA

Ih LbeUneratI L I o tu i J-W) I tr ur 1':' :2 Li r' t. if

incuirporatus n fri,;0w-stigo, !ioqfl-t if ti X , x! fhI- ., 5 '.I

anfldr-type curmbost (Mi system, vairiitl ~inlf li din v,f0s , 'in,:04

The onyine consists of tho tot Ilwin ,(,ctionls; front frc-.r-, (,rri, r r

d i f f u ser, atf ter bur iter , var lo t Iu extiuuuT iozz Ieo, a nd enq r u ~icnrI01r

eng ine i t soIf , two miere pa r tc, osir vu, deh:r i tf i on . A tItI -r'iiout t nr z., t )it'. I

the oflqi no. The Dourposv of Vieu nozzlIo iI-,, prcvi dea ,l ady, c it!. roi r i. A a

S.comprossor. Attached to the nuzzle is a pre-t!ct i vi mont, screeni whiti fi,h v,;, t,. fr- :r

i ngested i nto the onq i rio and caw, i riq sior ioun st-rtlr,, I dai ii . A '. r;A t! i ra .-

bet I-mouth nozzle dnd screen attachied is shown. ir F iOutri 2.

iq r L - A , 13 I .I (

,i- 1 ,, , t'

fhe tout cel ,oei I f.r moutr. var eqin qi rforr,ir. .c t, rn..i

Ii t o i n To b Ie I. tt ; c isf., Tha t I , t u r hin n , it Il t em Ir. Iu r , t ~ , p. cr a. 1 a

tenmgperturos #oric(,,.nturoit at th,'u r io '*r eit wic C OI i .,' fI -r '< i 1 n if ti r .I ,

and ft.( uficu(r loiity )f riiffsur it,3 at, avuraij' y , I 'rqrtOur. 'i itI t,:.

* Ill . Duoe ijsnionf ofj urkije!,t jhri,',l L 1 ,j-m

tf, lir ive 110u throat ,f i I.1 .-rr inri, w- !.-I i i.it, t. 'I,(, i u:, ,

& ~~thrust 'rVitfrom tho moi,i-.'iit eqi~i't ior. R. 21:
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F = m7 U7 - roUo + (P7 - Po) A7  (1,

Here F is the engine thrust, r 7U7 is the momentum flux out of Tho onriir. m 0 j, T' ', r tur' f lu' ir'.

the engine, P7 is the static pressure al the urqino exit (A7'zlu), o H I. l 'ro - r .r. m A"

is the nozzle area. Assuming that the static prossur,! -it ftiP i, A e P{' ,T f' ,, r. -ur (i., ro

= P7 ) so that the flow is perfectly expanded and maxirlum tilrus? is r :I i/,uc. t, Ltmii. sI'r r f

Eqn. (1):

F = 7U7 - MOUo (2)

e. j Expanding the U 0 terms into the product of Mach number and spood of s,,ur, ) tt,,jt U 0  M , ,: ,:

F = m7 U7 - moMoao (;5

Table 1
TEST CELL MEASUREMENTS

PARAMETER SYMBOL DIMENSIONS

Engine thrust F lbf

Fuel flow mf lbm/hr

Atmospheric pressure Patm in Hg

Static pressure drop AP in H20
across screen mesh

Total pressure drop APO in H2O

across mesh screen

Total pressure at P03  psig
compressor exit (gauge)

Total pressure at Po' psig
turbine exit (gauge)

Total pressure at P0 7  in Hg
nozzle exit (gauge)

Total temperature at T02 °F
compressor face

Total temperature at To, °F

at compressor exit

Total temperature at T 0F
at turbine exit

Total temperature at T0 7 eF
at nozzle exit

Percent of maximum % RPM %
engine RPM

Actual engine RPM RPM revolutions
per minute
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Because we are workinq with a static enqine, the Mach number of tie air ahead ot the oricinu inlet is

arpprox imatel y zoro and the thrust equation can then he reduced to tic fol Iowinq e-xDressionr:

F = r~lJ7(4)

UsuallIy the riass flew raite out of tho engine exhaust nozzle, rI7 1 and theo Qxhlaut velocity, U7, ore re t

measured quantities in aircraft operations, so Eqn. (4) is majnipulat(ed by subsi itutiri other fiiasurou

variatbles tor r*;7 and U7 . Oates baa done this (Ref. 2) inc' Eqn. (5) rcesulta..

2 yR07

F= 1 in + h CBV - mLOSSES) C PC t

Th is is trio form of thu enq io- thrust eqluat ion that struceiits in thiecrpr~uIse courses, ji the. USAF

Acdemy usuallIy use and it portnits trier:; to immedil aly determine tir i ef cts. of chi Uinr4 vajr or, (eno hOu

parorriters or etnvironmental conditions. For example, iiicreasinq the eroqiiie tnrcttlo setting increases tho

luriperature cit the engine's combustor exit, To., and thorefore TX (tX T0 4 /'TO)' ahich directly iincrc.,sess

the thrust of tihe enqine. We have chosen to simplify EqAn. (5) sI iqhtly try canicelinq like te rms and tiie

Egri. (6). We did this because we wanted to eliminate T0 4 which was not possible for us to ric.astjre.

2y R PtT 1 ' P0 \ ytF = (;n2 + ;hf - likCBV - nLSES - T0 P7IL

Sn previous years we assumed thiai the air miass flow rate out of tirc conpn.~ssur I. eel vcIv', iloors,

mrCBV. as we' 1 as the air loss rate from the encline through leak~age, m LOSSES, were heeil iible unPA tbe 1-7

term could Ue expr(,sed simply as:

i., - 1fl2 + rhf ,

However, *tric is usui:.ot ion nri j lects the o fflect of cirnr-.sor I bed air or. thrust .4hih cis riot riol iib Li. Ini

flast, whlien trioL rr vj I e doors; ajruen, ajs mliiih a, ?2 percent of the entrance riess f low can be clod fpr,

ti~e enqine. Tiiis loss will sigIni ficantly affect tihe totail engine thrust.

[pir inri tie, ung i ie test runs we observed tire corsi r-!cnerr blecd viilvyesint: conilc uierl 11o ii hey were. tu I Iy

a ie it ib00 pcrernt RPM. I f we assume Ihat mn LOSSES "'re ri,001 itl'' at Pb(!r( erit RPM, timn ELr 1 ,7) cin ca

fa( t, be usedr to iccurately determine tire d~ir mvI 1(W 31 tho ox~t. l~o-rvvr , EFir-. (7) is -'rnlj-y v1 id It

HR'M' a wrior the! rorrpressor irleod vii vo% ire fl I y n loser), ioi ls .. ir,- iii riral ,. At ii I irthrr ij-.ratiir;

sonic) it lonis aeu' )', IusO the fI lwi,,i oijriutioi; to) rilrirIe the air fe Ii w aI irr,*i' rxit:

fi7 - Ii2 + Thf - th BV - LOSSES b
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We see from Lqn. (8) that in order to calculale engine thrust, we must measure mCBV, raf, and m2 and

assume a value for iLOSSES" The alternative is to measure 67 directly. We chose the latter method tecause

the test cell is presently equipped to measure total temperature and pressure at the nozzle exit and it is

not equipped to measure rCBV* A brief discussion of how the exit mass flow and velocity was calculated is

presented here primarily as a review far the student.

IV. Proceduan-a1 Calcul ating°as Mass Flow Rate and Velocity at Nzzle Exit

* The test cell is equipped to measure total temperature and total pressure at the engine nozzle exit.

I With the assumption that the static prssure equals almospneric pressure at this point, we may solve for

-the mass flow and velocity directly. Recall that the gas mass flow rate is the product of air density, 07,

velocity, U7 , and the nozlle area, A 7 , or:

17 p7A7 U7  (9

At This point in the analysis, let us assume we know the area of the nozzle exit at any engine RPM. The

static temperature of the gas at the nozzle exit, T7, can be found using:

Yt- 1

T ( 10
T7 T7

where To 7 and P0 7 are the total tomperature and total pressure of the gas at the exit and P 7 is the static

pressure at the exit. We assumed Y to be equal to 1.35. Romember that we nave measured T0 7 and P0 . and

assumed'P 7 to be equal to atmospheric pressure. After finding T7 , we can solve for the density of the

exhaust yas directly ty assuming it is a perfect gas. Thus,

P7
P7 = - (11)

R7T7

We therefore have P7 arid A7 , and we need only U7 to calculate the mass flow rate from Eqn. (9). We can find

the r,ozzle exit velocity, Up, since we can determine the speed of sound at the exit from Eqn. (12),

a 7 = Y;TR7T 7  (12)

The Mach number of the air flow at the nozzle exit is calculated using:

(Yt 1)1p 7 ) t I + M7 (13)
p7, 2

Then with thr Mach number inr; spe.d of sound known at this exit, the velocity can be calculated directly

from Fqn. (14):
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U37 M a (14)

Ti .fa,,it we rikcasuro V-. total i aepuritur-E anhl pressure at the erg ine nozzle exit and we assurico

t liot th itatic ,riue tli, exit eq;uals itmoesphoerit: pressure, tue, gaiS moss flow, velocity, and final ly

Trirust uf thte erxl oe car tou cal( a lit-l if w.! can riorocrmino the nozzle exit area, A,.

li -I rr a ii I r rianner, w,! coni c,)lu late the moss flow and velocity at tie comprQosr face. To do this i,

051. pressure- prroses insfol l(-(Io irotly in front of the engjine comprossor to measure total and static air

pressura3s. At the point wnero. triesu imeas)uremeonts tiro made, the cross-sectional area of the J-85 duct is

ii .396 square foal. We also abO Lirea threl thfe inlet is adiabatic so that the total temperature of the air

rere,,ins constant throughr the( inlet.

V. Determ i nji inn of Paometers in the Thru!st Equat ion

The values of each of the l~jaructers in the thrust equation, Eqn. (b), were determinea as fol lows:

A. Gas Properties Upstreamr of the Enqino's; Combustor: CPC, Y C

6,ti the specific hoot at constant pressure, Cp P, and the ratio of speci fic necits, YCP are gas

properties oni are! assumed to be constanit in this analysis. The qas uprstream of the cobustor is air. we

use CPin toe calCcltion (fteascnat, R7, adYCith sontropic equations relating Temperature
C

and pressurei. Wu rissumne the fol lowing valucos for those gas poets:CpC .240 BTU/lbm *R end Y= 1 .40.

D3. Gas Properties Downstrt),m of the Engine's Combustor: Cp tY t

The gas in this cajse is a combustodi product of air and JP-4 fuel . No work has been done to

rletorminu theo e-xact values of the!su variahles. In this analysis wa assumed Cpt 0.262 BTU/lbm *R andY

1.35 for all engqine RPM settings (exhaust temperatures). These values of Cp and Yt are averages based on

* the temperature range over which the J-85 operates.

U. Static Pressure at the Nozzlo Exit, P7

We assume. the static pressure at the exit is equal to atmosphieric pressure. This results in

,eorfuctly e-xpanded flow which will maximize the thrust. Ttie test roll pre sently is not set up to measure

P7.

Ui. Toti I Pressuro at fte llozzlI Exit. PO7

Die totail pressure it ttau exit i-, en jvv'ra,;( vajlue of thiree P itot tutbes placed in the exit stream.

ihe presenl locail ion of tne c~ro105 is, a remulit of a totol I pressure map whichi was dlone in the surnorr of IseGc
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k . I,,j 1 ' l(ralt r, Iui* t Ti I-'1  d,(Z' lt2 LYitIC,07

a t tl ic'it Itri; Int tcxi t' Ili, ,tv j 01 vil, i:, r wi, t or Q!r~a.,cshl~ 2

%,, iow .ci ; i n a fite cx it r it i. Wi hI lh. lj 1 h, ti1, ri!oh"'ktI uS c i;jf i ii I' y~' i wc , . ii I

ex it p Ih. W e illI asut rthu 1, t umor,, ;teur , des nuet va;r y -ip r cil y t, a- Iii yt vi . li

i ?r s- jil dt I nIc tioc e sit sreifr'v VI sr!; t rair.

j F. rlize 1(2 F iut Areaj, A7

A,, #ixp I ai nut k)d-a-Ir I itor, inI o rd!er to c 
5

c Cu Itc I i n lt thrt w u reswt Ii., t:, n,;f ai e~i irc-

otI uniifuj laifq conid ltions. Hew wo meas-urk: Itiis yuan! ily iscluiUii i x, s:tt i"11.

VI i racw!rurc ta-f-r -Meas u remet ri -Tto Nozzle Exi-t Area -and I-ota'l I lm)or at -u-r c

Si nte I h nOz ! I e c x it Topen nyti var i cs w i t h cny i oc RMt, wan noedeec seom ctuind To) eel errf i n, ri il

tl)i is open i eq i ri order to calI cuI alie in7.

wie dec icded that a I i ncur transducer meunlod on tic; ex it n0/i I '; coul I i vcc us Crj sut;.et vl tI~ Ie n-.

ceu I i relIate to the ex it Tmi f~e var iou Icu n.xnausjt nonz I cj I VENl) movement is, control le I Ld'y threesaar

bactuator rods.* A I i near nov rnci. Iot tnm! rods, causeS. the yP4 i cavcs to fel o ver ca(cl oitler (Oct. I I inn-

*Operai ion i s s i r i Iar to trio siiutte(r Icoco(s of a camera. Jus~t as thle s hultur I eaves term, the cot cra

aperture, thee VEN leaives. torm Tii;. exitI area. I f we car deterrili ic ti is a , rt,, i ca! C,11 t it I i t fuicI~ i-.j

the I i hear aI is p I acernt at trio actuator Soils.

We-- use , Mooirel 763ULT-3000U/FV I neriar transd!ucer an.d itIs i nput wsu Set a 6. t .1 vol Is. A

ca Ca i brat inon snowed( t he transdiucer to hoe I i near thro-uijloul tie ranye atf itsb traivelI arm (F inrure, 3). We-

ajttal tit the case otf the transd ucer to t he stat ciory Gas lfl eto one o t lIii, ac teeter r ,C Ie t-,\ ! I .rr it

tnew trainsd ucer was at tached to thi r ovult, Ie nozzlIe (F i lure 41 As the, actuatlor r,,,!,a moc, t. i!' f t i,

nozzlIe vor l ee and tlh i s reu I td i r. anl out Put vial taile that ,ias dfeeildeit f i; nuzz I Q area . w, tf iCV

of tl 1 , truniscucer to a li(il; HaIvol tetnl r . To determ ii,: ttie actual izl area Itihat Itr-;o.i~ 11

vajriij iu uc iter rodi positilons we ranualIlIy operetta tee acft(tr r')d s whii ch vajr ied tt.- Ie ili irac- ,in, <it

(!,cci rocpstin we placed heavy buitcher', palecr aqaoins' thii2 ex it siaIied prrisuri. . tis Ilieft ..n

irmpri it atf Tiii, ; 0/! In ole(niny oii ilii, palcr, i.)v we dot r--ne,: tic imri i t ;)oiee l to rarev it 9,r,

* ~~~vi si sIc. Ke iutnrriiid the ajrea, of htiuslI iriint, vill '; Il iiminter 1iincrut 1  the lirsd 1.u u

vol t'jiyo. We er ferriedj tt is same o)pert tii ,t '1 fit frei i;!, open i)(5 ninS ri l(cn id 1ta,rc- stioj,il il

41ier 5 chre- output vol taqe is exllra.sht.i iiicCI v mit- iind i2redi I, Ii s. uar.e fnei . We itiiIiles

squares f it of tlriesd two cilialiuris tiil qorreiie~lii I sucofnil ordert equal iin thait riItllSw, tr-1iislls~cr otit ic (vi

to nozzle e.xit areaj (A 7 ) IR,,l. 4). The cileaition i, , i own blow:

A7 - .001983V/2 - 0.13237V/ + 0.9656 s
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The vulIue of thliS Nu~~i- thu t onu ei SM I y t I a tO Kn~ow if i outp Iu volI tuqc f ram- thu tr iw-:um.ar c r':(,r t

calculate a nozzle exit area, A7

* 4.0-

-2.0-
0

-JI

40 0-

LC

0-2.0-

w

0

cc-4.0

-6.0*
0 2.0 4.0 6.0

TRAVEL ARM EXTENSION (inches)
Figure 3. Nozzle Transducer Calibration

Figure 4. Iransducer (A) Attacoel t , Noezlf. Artu,.tar Rod (B). Al ,i Sli A

Actuator Rod Travel Arm (C), Transducer Travel Arm (U), an,( Mnveiiil, NuezlI'-Coimlral Pk iq (L)
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3-

m 2- INPUT VOLTAGE: 6.5 +.005

o .*
WI

0-

0a.
0 -2

'I N.
I.-

-3
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

NOZZLE EXIT AREA (ft 2)

F iquro 5. Nozzle ExiI Area C l ibrt ion

The second area that needed attention was T,,. Previously, a single thurmoucuj.le r, I, iS

variable. We suspected the thermocouple to he placed in d region of tiu, exnaiut wiere 1tou Tr ..

hotter than the average gas temperature. To solve this problem we placed four 5eparatu tu.,rr',ccu;; ir 1,

exhaust and recorded the average of the four. While operating the onqilni, we nolicou tIt. f,,r r

were reading a temperature consistently lower than that recorded by thr single therroe.,; I , i

used. In the analysis of thrust we used the average temperature recorded by the four.

Being fairly confident of measurements of A7 , T0 7 , and P07, we were reaidy to tIa2 rJ , ; r r,

operating engine. Prior to running the engine, we recorded the atmospiiuric pressure end tJr, rer. 1,: 1,

2 shows data taken from two engine runs, each from 70 to 100 percunt of thc unginv's nolxinuo r,,-'t. k lw

engine RPM settings were determined by multiplying the maxirtum reted onqie ; RPM ,y the er(_ot PP'! _

and then setting the throttle so that the calculated RPM value was obtained on ite actul 2,P) in V iejor

located on the control panel. This procedure simply allowed us to accurately rteturn to, th. ,Are Or,:iM,

operating point in subsequent engine tests.

VII. Data Reduction

We used data from the 1 July 1981 test run, which is listed in Table 2, for ti fr, o,;in, ,

Calculations were made using average values of two enqino run-. For uxortcI, It,. thrua! v-,11',, 7 ;.,,r'I

RPM was the averdge of 238 lbf and 258 Ibf or 246 Ihf.

We calculated thrust usiig both Eqn. (4) and Eqn. (6). In Eqn. (6) we: had smt, 'Joto, tv, t , 11.

accuracy of the turbine exit temperdture, T0 5 . We first calculated thrust Usiru tIh M.anur 
Tos. 1

tr o
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assumed an adiabatic nozzle and afterburner casino, replaced To, with the temperature read by the four

thermocouples at the nozzle exit, To7, and recalculated the thrust. Th; results, along with the percent

error, are shown in Table 3. The percent error was calculated by dividinq the measured value of thrust into

the difference between the measured and calculated values of engine thrust.

Table 3
REDUCED DATA FROM 1 JULY 1981 TEST RUN

PERCENT ENGINE RPM

70 80 90 100

Measured' i Thrust,
h 248 436 1147 1905

meas.
(lbf)

Calculated
Thrust
Using Eqn. 246.4 444.7 1156.1 1738.6
(6) & Ts
Fcalc.

Calculated
Thrust
Using Eqn. 246.4 444.7 1156.1 1738.6
(6) & TIt,1
Fcalc.7

Calculated

Thrust
Using Eqn. 246.4 444.6 1156.1 1738.6
(4).

cal c.

Percent
Error -0.648 +1.99 +0.792 -8.74

VIII. Discussion of Test Results

We immediately notice from thc results in Table 3 that the thrusts calculated with the different

temperatures, To5 and TO?, are exactly the same. If we examine the thrust equation that we used, Eqn. (6),

end remember how the gas mass flow rate at nozzle exit, ( 7, was calculated, we can see why this is so.

The sum of the various mass flows in Eqn. (6) is just the mass flow of qas out of the exhaust nozzle

)s shown by Eqn. (8). We used (n7 in lieu of these other mass flows when me calculated the thrust using Eqn.

(6). fhus we effectively substituted Eqns. (9), (10), (W), (12), 113), and (14) into Eqn. (6). If these

' quations are substituted in Eqn. (6) and we notice that

YcR c C 116)

Yc I c
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T CYt

RT7 a __Yt _yt__ (17)
R7T7

we arrive at

Yt -1

C 1-) \ P 7

tus we have arrived at a form of the thrust equation that is independent of the qds temperature at

the nozzle exit. This form then eliminates the need to measure either the static or total temperatures at

the exit.

In a similar manner we can substitute for r7 in Eqn. (4) and again find that the equation for thrust

of the engine is Eqn. (18). Therefore, because of the technique we used to solve for r'n7, both Eqn. (4) and

Ein. (b) give us the same result for thrust of the engine.

We therefore used Eqn. (4) and the values of n7 and U7 that were calculated at the various RPM

settinqs to calculate thrust values. The results are shown in Table 4.

We see from the reduced data in Table 4 that the percent error between calculated and actual thrust is

insignificant (i.e., below two percent) up to approximately 90 to 95 percent RPM. However, at 100 percent

RHM, the calculated tnrust is almost nine percent below the actual. If we look at Eqn. (18), we see that

the thrust is a function of exit total pressure, exit static pressure, exit area, and the specific heat

ratio. We are confident of the exit nozzle area calibration. This leaves the specific heat ratio, Yt, and

the pressures at the exit as the parameters to be considered in more detail. A sensitivity analysis shows

that a one-percent error in Yt leads to an almost three-percent error in thrust. Our assumption of Y=

1.35 is pased on an averaqe of several values of Yt that depend on the turbine exit temperature (Ref. 5). A

s! iqht error in Y t at 100 percent RPM would 3ccount for some error.

We measureo values of lhe total pressure at the nozzle exit with a simple Pitot tube and assumed the

,tatic pressure to he equal to the atmospheric pressure (perfectly expanded flow). Using these values we

then calculated the flow Mach number. This calculation indicated the exit flow is near sonic (M = .995). We

.,uspLict that tie flow is not perfectly expanded it 100 percent RPM and that the Pitot tube may be behind a

curved shock wave (Ref. 6). Th totl pressure change through the shock should be insi gnificant but the

,tatic pressure assumption of expanded flow could result in a siqrificant error in calculated thrust.

urifortunitely, in these test, we did not measure thie static pressure at the nozzlu .xhaust or the Pitot

tut- localion i nd therufore we cannot (lieiIify the ma]nitude of these effects.

T., ,jv,,i., this prohlum at 100 perenl RPM, we can calculte the thrust using Eqn. (4), but instead of

,oc.,1,ilin-i ,n exit mss fl,w ha(.Ad on uncertain pressures, temperatures and areas, we can use Eqn. (6) and
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Table 4

REDUCED DATA FROM I JULY 1981 TEST RUN

PERCENT ENGINE RPM

70 80 90 100

m 7

15.82 20.07 28.75 31.21
(Ibm/see)

U,

501.6 713.6 1294.8 1794.0
(ft/sec)

Fcalc.
246.4 444.7 1156.1 1738.6

(Ibf)

F
meas. 248.0 436.0 1147.0 1905.0

(Ibf)

Percent -0.65 +1.99 +0.79 -8.73Error

dssume m7 equal to the sum of entrunce and fuel mass flows. We wi I Is!,ume thu losses to ,e nuc;I i i t e. Ic

doing 1this, thku difference between the calculated thrust arid the measured thrust cd: Lc rduced Lw.. LO.,

four percent.

Althouqh this method will predict the thrust more accurately at 100 percent RPM, we i i lefl

with the Drolem of explaininq the high error using th, other method.

We bel ieve the error between culculato and mcaSured thrust at 100 percent RPM it. sue V, an :rr r iii

either the measured pressures or the selected val ue of the specific h(:at r~itio, Yt. At ttis k PX - irt

uncertain of the accuracy of the; prissure mieasuruments because of the proser.cs of sonic filo. Vu,r-, ,'l

uncertain of th3, sp( itific heat ratio because of the increased temperotures.

One result which surpristed a,, was thi value of the turhirn oxit lerciliraturi., To. . , Iif k ,,1 lI~-

July ddtd sheet, we ,(!e trat T0 7 is consistently hitcher than 1o5, L4 to appri,, itldctly 'U percLnt RP'M. Fr '

here up to 1O percent RPM, TO$ i1 thte; tiqiher. Since! tie aflorburntr casing is [lot ,dla i,. teu

be a temperature difference' betwern T05 and tlow;ver, To i Ihould i l ays be hiceher than To, , rot

vice-versa. At approximately 90 to 95 percent RPM, both ao n drd T07 roaj thi same tumpiratur, to ith mi

degjrees Farenheit. At other RPM rea dinqs, the differe(m(i is grorrdter. W(e suspt I thaithe I, cati i t,t Iti Toe 0
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thermocouples Is tie cause of thjsI C crupaicy.

At some point between 90 ia 95 peret nl RP1M, hi, lurine j l raIscr

thermocoup)les are imr'rrsej So as To r ad~ air vn ai '~.rfua AT ;tirn RP, tui aw d-, i,ittuti fl

and, hence, the( triormocoup 1cs ruai sorructh inrl other than Ih iverrj( r .".~ r 1 SIi 1,i

* d fferepce Iretweu-n To. and T as ,,,n oni11 !,, 1 S~~

*IX. ConclIus ionfs

An obvious conclus ion is tiat the mass flow trough thU LOM)ra ssor le-ri valvo riu,,t i,< .5 I c I-

the thrust alIys i. By account iiig for th is bl 1eed mass flIow we wareuni %5 co IculIolo lho I rcA It

J-85 engine to within ±2 per(cnt at allI encine RPM up to 3p;rOx irnjtoly 90 to, 95 percont HPM At tpreI

RPM. the calculated Thrrust is approximately nine percent below whajt is, irreasred.

We cast the thrust equation in a form that was independent of te-mperature at the nozzle exit in, tt.,..

*-el iminate-d the flood to accurately meajsure the average exit total temperature of thec nozzle. AnalIysis' -t tII

resulting equation leads us to believe the remaining thrust orror is due to an improlper selection of the

specific neat raitio, Y~t, or incorrect total or static pressure measurements. We can predict ftie thrust at

100 percent RPM to within four percent if we assume the exit mass flow to be equal to The entrance plus

fuel mass flows. We remind thne reader fhere that previous errors were on the order of 25 percent.

X. Recommendat ions

We recommend furtfier study in the tel lowing areas in order to reduce the error at 100 percent RPM.

1 . Perform a total pressuro and temperature map of the airstream at thre nozzle exit plane. This will

allow us to pla)ce Pitot tubes and thermocouples in the exit stream at locations that will provide d(:curnto

measurements at al I RPM.

2. Accurately determine viilues for tanid Cp at allI enrgine olnerat ing cn.nditions.
t

3. Measure tie static pre-ss ure at Trio exit planie. This will deterrmine if the assumption of perfectly

expanded flow is valid at 100 percent RPM.

4. Cal ibrate allI the test cellI instruments to determinu ift we are intruc uciril an rinurl rnearties ii.

the equipment which would introduce error into the data.

y Lo Is

ao freestream speed of sound

a 7  nozzle exit speed of sound

A, compressor frontal area

A, nozzle exit area

C PC seific hreat at constant prossurir aficad of thu. compressor
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Cp t SpeCitic hOdt at constant pressurni downstream of tte burner

rno  freestrud mass flow rite

tn2  mass flow rote into the comprussor

" 7 mass flow rate out of the nuzzle

M0  freestream Mach number

M7  nozzle exit Mach number

mCBV mass flow rote through tho corprussor Weod vlves

CLOSSES mass flow rate of cooling ana leckaeoi air thl i7 not acc~urbvG fr

PO atmospheric pressure

P7 nozzle exit static pressure

POI nozzle exit total pressure

psi pounds per square inch

R gas constant (for air) at engine inlet

R7  gas constant at nozzle exit

T05  total temperature at turbine exit

T7  static tuemperature at nozzle exit

STo7  total temperature at nozzle exit

U0  froestream velocity

U7  nozzle exit velocity

VEN variable exhaust nozzle

y specific heat ratio (for air) upstream of burner
C

Yr t specific heat ratio downstream of burner

P7 nozzle exit density

X ratio of totall temperature at co(mbustor exit, T 0 , to jrrlaitl-ro tmtleralut. To

t ratio of turbine exit total temperature to turbine inlet total Iuri10r1IurF
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SECTION III

Instrumentation and Hardware
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'kf ,S' li<I. Mul: !Ifll (J" I ,"lo A IlI ,!{LL D ATA A I," I I, IT Im

A 0, 1i-L lii CAL bA1. I'l 1Y~YrEl'

J .A. Kfr iqil " r t0 W.A. (Su/zc(A.

Th.i lii. inun, ttic dovi~lprnrni of a hi ph Sned, airrato ;ressujrn (! i , ,n i fn~ r wy . iI

fth. IOPAF Aca'arny Ir o wind turinel TIhe syntorn cow; i 'tn of tIhto majnOor cr t. ino c'Mtr

wh(ic Droyid fat 2 risu rufor,rico oreonnure lovol , for caliCi o of the pressure tt-''.ic (2)
Sci;,valIvo', wiich porrit f loxivli I ity in mniArinq a lcirno! nuolor of pross-uron very r e i,:y; c00'' (3)
corrector syni i'i with hai i~llrrilar aind ;of twaro for cxP (r i flnt cintrol I( , a.cisi i '.0, c000 'roa

- ' roluLCt ion. T he paiptr do00cr ir 0 thoSntm cnonenlrt annJt~ i ly 4,il r005 
t
a cliirrio1>atr;:Oa-

to is systorn. The orOp I tc systeim, whiIch hi, been in opo ral ion for nl jn no nths, has renuco: l" I i rio
requ iroI for wi nd turnc xe<ir imo:nts and4 tier. i ncr~aoiio' tho. a:curiacy of prsuemiwrocunt',

1. Intineduclion

Tt;i USAF Aca-o(riy tr ison ic wind tunriol is a hk~wdown ftji l i ty that uses prtov ouslIy cholre: ronoCrvol rs

to pr-,vio the tuine I's air supplIy rather than us i nq a fan. The tunnel has a one-foot square tent soct ion

arlScaiir&l (itf ileniratiop flows with Mach numbers rano inp from 0.14 to 4.38. Thu. SLSon ic anm' tr,,nnonic

jir f ljw Mach numbirs (0.14 'S M " 1 .33) are otltainod with a variablea porosity tost soction whiich i;Ilows

cioi,tinuour, variation of air flow Mach numbor in this ra3nqe. Fixed, in-Ierchannoalo'1c nozzilo. hloc~s are. usoe

to oslihli h the Mach number increments hotween M =1.44 and M =4.38. (The air flow reqiuation tct~ni iue

aro d iscus,,od in Ref. 1 .) The air storaple capac ity of the reservoirs is 54 cubic fOo t at COO oSia an 100

(Ioiqr, es Faronheit . This gives a useable test duraition of two rfinutis at M =1 .2 to over se-ven (i~e t

4 4.38. Th m totalI pressure i n the test sect ion i s roqu latod w ith an automat ic control( valtve, v. tno'

tunnel oxhaust pressure is the local atmospheric Dross uro. F (lure 1 ik a schoii ri no the USAF

- 1c0..As.I

Figure 1. Schematic of USAF Academy Wind Tunnel Less TrisonicTs Section

*This paper was presented to the 55th Meeting of the Supersenic Tunnel Association at the National
Aerospace Laboratory NIR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, April (981.

"Major, USAF, Assistant Professor of Aeronautics, DFAN
***Captain, USAF, Instructor of Aeronautics, DFAN
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AcorerY T o widf t ri I ce. rnenicS

Sir,(:. it,, c(mp~letifai it. 195b, the trirriic f,)cil ity ho., uneu(rran~i Jver ra - j'~"

Those charqes are sumnreri.'ee in (all, 1. thu, main purposeo of Vc: rsoific vti, 0 ';1

of thec air flow in thie wit:i lunnel, resultini in hatter acrortiulictil dafa. I. ,- ' ait I

Table1
FLOW QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS TO THE TRISONIC TUNINEL

A 01062 HEAT SINK INSTALLED IN STORAGE TANK AREA

* 101963 CONIC DIFFUSER ADDED

01004 TRSOtIC CART ADDED

*01978 DIFFUSER MODIFIED TO IMPROVE FLOW QUALITY

@1979 AUTOMATIC TOTAL PRESSURE CONTROLLER ADDED

has provided an expanded cdeab i I i ty to conduct i nvest iqal i ons, it, aruas such , a, t,, ci i t r-,t ior oA

multi-port flow protbes and measurement of various flaw prnorli a, in turbUlcnt bcune!ary l.,vcr finns. Ir

addition to maintaininq a well-condlitioned air flow in the, windc tuinnel, We 'tUSt dlSO Iea-l orosr

pressures at various points in the tunnel or on a tot model precisely ind! ro id ly. Tt..-- rcas~rtmocr: rust

* be made quickly to maximize dato-qatherinti durinrl the I imit(ed test run time and t( mninimize tunnol

* operatinq costs.

Because of thiese requirements, a mulIti-port treasFure scann inr: system caird' I e( of ctIntu :.sr

transducer recal ihration was developed. Included in this system is a diqital cor'r1uir, aloe':7 wi 1 v,!ri-van

peripherals and software, that provides ex[terirnental control, data acquisitio)n anr' rr'cucti,m, em ('iro- lay.

A. Pressure Measurement Sy'stem

The first task of our system is to acquire tho desired(4 prosstiror and(' canyn te' it eao n

siqenals. To obtain these multiple pressure measurerrenta, dur inn exnorinents, we uea scar ion-tv: ra '

device or Scanivalve. The Scanivalve system allows the rarid, sequential neaeur-.ment of maulti: 1,,' u'

(static or total)I us inq en ly one transducer. It ach love!s tn is capabili ty bry allow ire, tVr. triinsdLc~r 1'

"scan" or rotate between pres sure ports, each of which is separately connected. Vi, trllirr t- a t

- measurement location. A schematic of a typical Scanivalve confinural ion it, shown ini i ur . For our

apltpIical ion the use of thie Scan ivalve has severe I inhere nt advanlirnes . F ir st tte, scari' v ye4- a Co r ed I yN

lend,, itself to computer control viai a separate stopper-control unit. This, ~n i al lows 1'' cotrtt r'r proc ra-

to control the stepping rate of the Scanival ye motor arid the~reby the sell11 incj or dwelI fj-' (,f the

transducer at each pressure measurement port. Chinqes in th,.ell t ime that may ha, retluiror, fy diffor.-rf

experimentail conf iqurations are easily acromplisled hy chonqe,, in the( coniri Ilinn Irroctram. Seconr-, tie,

Scan ivalve un its we ruse atllow us, when ne~eded , to locate thse tin it-, insidc the2 test mod'els t he it a- ai
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VACUUM AND

CALIBRATION PLOW
PRESSURES

* TO SCANIVALVE

HIGH PRESSURE I=SUPPLY,
- I-

SONAR MANOMETERS VACUUM PUMP

BCO OUTPUT ------
TOPDP-11145

Figure 2. Schematic of Pressure Calibration Components

the wind tunnel. This reduces tubing lengths and Thus the potential for freque cv ro , rcwrtene. Thi,

is especially critical for small tubing sizes or multi-diameter tubing connections. Finrlly, thr Cut, s C

setting up a pressure measurement system for each of the varied experiments tht we may conduct in a 4

semester's time frame has been reduced, since only one pressure transducer por Scanivdlve i, r,.quire*.

B. Pressure Calibration System

Once the desired pressures have been acquired and converted to electronic signals, we must rol(,at

the signal level to the appropriate pressure reading, i.e., calibrate the pressure traSducer. We uce

Wallace and Tiernan precision sonar manometers to accomplish this calibration.

The sonar manometer achieves its accuracy by measuring the difference in the height :,etwon the: twc

* :legs of the U-tube mercury-filled manometer by means of sonar echoes through the mercury. A schemalic of

the calibration system components is shown in Figure 3. One piezoelectric transducer mounted at tt-
, 
hcttom

of each leg of the sonar manometer pictured on the left side of Figure 2 transmit,, c-i ultrasonic puls,

* through the mercury to the surface and receives the echo from that surface. By transmitting the soni- plso

simultaneously in both legs, the difference in time between reception of the echoes from thi surfac, of the,

mercury in the two legs can be related to the height difference. By holding the trmperzture of tho mercury

constant (and therefore the speed of sound in the mercury) and by using a specified time reference for the

sonic pulse, we measure the pressure differential between the two pressures (AP =PIGH- PLOW" Since:,

these pressures also were alternately impressed on the pressure transducer, we have two voltoge levels an ,,

therefore, a voltage difference that corresponds to the measured prv ,ure differential, Consequently, we

have achieved a pressure calibration for the pressure transducer, i.e., PSI poer millivolt. A

mercury-in-glass thermostat provides the thermal reference and the variation of the temperature in the

sonar manometer system is specified as ±.05 degrees Fareheit. This variation in temperature yields a
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OUTPUT
SIGNAL

4
* I

TRANSDUCER

PRESSURE

PORT

SCANIVALVE

(36 or 48 Port)

Figure 3. Schematic of a Typical Scanivalve Configuration

calibration accuracy of t.OO'2 PSI for a full scale pressure range of 15 PSI.

In our cal ibration system we use three reference pressures: (1) the high reference pressure, PHIGH' i •

set higher than the expected highest test pressure; (2) the low reference pressure, PLOW, is set loer thnv

4 the lowest expected test pressure and may be below atmospheric pressure; and (3) the vacuum is us15( t(

achieve the low reference pressure an,; it also provides a vacuum readinq to "unload' the trensducor (t- Ic

discussed later). Our method of selecting the PHIGH and PLOW provides a pressure cal ihratinn that ic

applicable to the complete range of test procedures.

The sonar manometers have another quality that is very useful when they are used in ccnjunction with d

digital computer: their output is a digital signal. The digital signal allows direct intorface with Ih-

computer, thus eliminating the requirement for an analog to digital converter.

C. Experimental Design

When developing the data sampling schedule for an experiment, we adhere to th,! followinq

methodology as closely as possible in order to maximize the accuracy and rop,)t-)hi Iity in mnokinfi multiplo

pressure measurements:

(1) Reference pressures for the sonar manometers are chosen to bracket the expocted prossure

* measurement range. This provides a high and low cal ihration to the Scanivalve. These cal ibration rressur.,s

are sampled each time a sequential readinq of test pressures is made hy the Scanivalve transducer. We have,
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therefore, essentially eliminated the problem of transducer "drift", thus insurinn a more acCurate pressure

measurement capahil ity.

(2) The vacuum pressure used in the low-reference sonar manometer is sampled between all key pressure

measurements, such as the high and low reference, tunnt, I total and stal ic pressures, Ond betwecn qrcup of

similar pressures on the test model (i.e., static and total). This proccdure "unloads" the transducer

sensing element so that these important pressures always wi I I he measured by the sensingi element from the

same deflected state, thus reducing transducer hysteresis.

measured are indexed on the Scanivalve, if possible, from the lowest to the hi hlost prtessure. Tnis is done

in addition to the vacuum sampling described in (2), since tne number of total cjiiivalve norts is usually

limited, and, therefore, placement of a vacuum port after each pressure measurement is not practical.

However, by al lowing the transducer sonsing element to move in the same direction for each reedin ( i.e., 

low to high), transducer hysteresis again can be minimized.

(4) If an experiment requires the use of small tubing sizes or multi-didmeter connections for a

pressure measurement, a computer program is avai labIe which checks the frequency resnonse nf t h Dror:)s.d

system. The program analytical ly predicts the natural frequency response of a nressure measur~menI sy¢stm

based on inputs of tubing length, diameter, and transducer sensinq volume. It has the cana i I ity nf

analyzing a system consisting of multiple tubing lengths and diameters. This program is valuahle for

insuring that the tubing lengths and diameters chosen for use between the pressure measurement location and

the Scanivalve will not adversely affect the measurement accuracy.

Use of the methodology described above has contributed significantly to the improved accuracy of

pressure measurements taken during recent tests. Combining this methodology with the use of the sonar

manometer reference, we predict an accuracy of ±.005 PSI in the measurement of differential pressures.

D. Computer Hardware/Software

A Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11/45 computer provides the experimental control as well

as the data acquisition, reduction, and display. To accomplish these functions, various peripherals and

software have been added to supplement the mainframe computer:

(1) A Diva Disk System is used as the mass storaqe device for the PDP-11/45. The disk system is a

high-speed, fast-access device which is capable of storing up to 40 megabytes of formatted data.

(2) A Laboratory Peripheral System (LPS-il) is used to convert the analog signals from the various

types of sensors into a digital form suitable for computer use. This system is also used to control various

devices via the diqital-to-analog process located inside the LPS-1.

(3) Tektronix 4G25 and 4051 CRTs, used as the control/qraphics display terminals, qenerato, compile,

and run various acquisition and reduction computer programs. Coutrol of data acquisition and on-line
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reduction is performed via the 4025. Both are used to display preliminary plots when this type of outlput is

selected.

*(4) A Decwriter Il is a teletypewriter used as the system list device for hard-copy printout. A

Tektronix 4662 Digital plotter is also available for hard-copy ink plots.

A schematic of the PDP-11/45 computing system is shown in Figure 4.
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Ill. Examples Utilizinq the Pressure Measurement System

To demonstrate the use and flexibility of our system, two experimental projects recently undertaken in

the USAF Academy trisonic wind tunnel are presented as examples.

F A. Five-Hole Pitot-Static Probe Cal ibration

Calibration of multi-port pressure probes represent a large portion of the work currently being

performed in the USAF Academy trisonic tunnel. The particular probe described here is a five-port,

analytically designed, blunt-nose probe shown in Figure 6. The task was to measure the pressures at each

port as angle of attack, roll angle, and Mach number were varied, and then to convert these pressures into

calibration coefficients and plot the results. The importance of creating these calibration coefficients is

to allow the probe to be used in other tunnels to make pressure measurements based on the calibration

coefficients formed in this test. Table 2 summarizes the test matrix and variables.

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW (CROSS-SECTION)

TEST VARIABLES

INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT

OMach number *Total pressure coefficient

*Angle of attack (AOA) PStatic pressure coefficient

*Ro angle oSidealp pressure coefficient

GAOA pressure coefficient

Figure 6. Schematic of Five-Hole Probe

Table 2

TEST MATRIX: FIVE-HOLE PROBE

ROLL ANGLE

O0 7.5 15
°  

30

.37 Run 1 2 3 4

MACH .61 5 7 8NUMBER .

.91 9 10 11 12

*ONE TEST RUN: 0. 60 106,20*AOA (7 AOA settigs)

5 pressure meosurementslAOA settinl

70 secondes elapse time

OTEST TOTAL: 84 data points
420 pressure messurmmnts

14 mnuta tunnel run tis
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The instrumentat ion for measur inq the probe air prcssures wds arr Juiu ac.e r-i
q 
T,, - Y.i,

described in Section II. Probe cal ibration computer software roulinrs I'r :i r r - :. -

reduction were previously developed and were modified to meet the 4. C rJL:r -r , -., r . r

particular, the data acquisition program was set to sample the five rro e pre,, res. I r .l aM of

attack, roll anqIe, and Mach number were adjusted by the operator. Arwdition 9 , toe rc.'n v .c;c _

dwell time was adjusted by an additional minor change to tie contre'l -rqrrd: sifi,* F-, -

routines incorporated into the reduction so4tware allow real time rev:ew © S .a ' t r.

The set-up time for the test required approximately one day; data acJrfs;t or. ir:: L~r

PROBE 4 STATIC PRESSURE COEFFIIENT
MACH 0 .37

'-p --

-0.2- * • ,,dr

T
AA

C

* 0-O T 7 T 1 T 1 ryr r TtTllI

-20 -19 S 1 20

BETA

PROBE 4 TOTAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

flA CH * .3
1.3-12 -9 t- -9

4 ,

BET

A N '

1.3

1.0- _ 7 A

-s -is 6 1 29

TITI

Fiqurc 7. Sample Data Plots, Five-Hole Probe
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including the production of hard-copy printout and plots. The need for a four-day ltesl time wdS du to, Ire

necessity of charging the air reservoirs between data runs. Figures 7 and 8 show the tour data cc,efficicrls

plotted against sideslip angle (beta) and angle of attack (alpha) for a single Mach number. Those plots

represent a sample of a data set for a typical run sequence. The sample data set required only five minutes

for generation, including the time from tunnel start-up until the final plot was Produced.

PROBE 4 SIDESLIP ANGLE COEFFICIENT
MACH a .3?

1.0-

c °S-S-

EB 6.6- -8 A

E
. .......A s... ..

A-

-20 -*8 8 16 2

ALPHA

PROBE 4 ANGLE OF ATTACK COEFFICIENT

MACH 0 6.37
: 1.5 ______

1.6 ________

C/
:. / ,w

A 6.8 _ _ ..-. -
L
P
A -0.5- , "

-26 -16 Is 20

KTA

Figure 8. Sample Data Plots, Five-Hole Probe

B. Skin Friction Measurement Project

The second example represents a more complex research effort currently underway in the Department
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of Aeronautics. The objective of the program is the development of a pressure measurement device

i (shaped-block) for determining the skin friction coefficient in turbulent boundary layer flow. Figure 9

shows the key elements of the project. The shaped-block design under evaluation is a three-port, triangular

design and is tested at five locations on a 42-inch-long flat plate which is placed horizontally in the

one-foot by one-foot test section of the tunnel. To accurately determine the velocity distribution near the

surface of the plate, a total pressure probe with a .004-inch by .008-inch opening is used to traverse the

boundary layer via a computer-control led stepping motor.

FLAT PLATE
(42' LONG)

-' TRIANGULAR SHAPED-BLOCK
-' (5 TOTAL)

PROSE P TOTAL

(241TRAVERSE)

T ,

PLATE STATIC , SLOCK PRESSUR PROBE TRAVERSE MECHANISM
PRESSURES (E/SLOC) CAPA-LE OF HORIZONTAL
(33 TOTAL) AND VERTICAL TRAVEL)

6Pressure Measurements/Run Sequence: 390

*Elapse Time/Run Sequence: 140 seconds

Figure 9. Key Elements of the Skin Friction Project

Table 3 lists the variables measured during each test run. A total of 390 pressure measurements are

made in a typical test run by two 36-port T-type Scanivalves located inside the flat plate. Time duration

for a typical test run is 140 seconds. The entire sequence, including Scanivalve sampling of all test

pressures and total pressure probe horizontal and verticrl movement, is control l. d by the computer data

Table 3
TEST VARIABLES: SKIN FRICTION PROJECT

INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT

oShaped-block dimensions Skin friction coefficient

oShaped-block locations *Boundary layer velocity distribution

OMach number *Boundary layer thickness

OShaped-blomk flow angle 0Shaped-block pressure diference

*Flat plate angle
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acqiuisition program. Data reduction and presentation is available in real time to all'w fIox<Li~iVy

adjusting the test matrix. Sample data plots are shown in Figures 10 and ;I. Finure !C- is a sample, .jot c2

the turbulent boundary layer thickness ratio (Y/DELTA) plotted againnil three d if feri -2t '~cit pr f

based on data from the third shaped-block loration on the flat plate at a Mach numbcr of .53. In ,

U/UlNF is the velocity profile based on the traverse total pressure measuremoril-, JC/UINF K It)-,

theoretical calculated velocity distribution, and U/UlNFB is the empirical ly prelirtOd vel,, itv c. ''ilI(

based on the Blasius turbulent solution. Excel lent data correlation be!tween m,--sur,.i andcar'

was achieved. Figure 11 shows two plots which compare the experimental data ,th the * -ra -

for the inner region of the turbulent boundary layer. The good correlation aceved 'twepn th rq

and calculated data has helped to val idate both the data acquisition methodoloqly anr h aC'i-aCY

pressure measurcment sybtem.

(V. Summary

The addition of a high-speed pressure data acquisition and or-line calibration 5yvvom r, , tcr:

an increase in the accuracy and Iexibility of the research we are now domng in the tri., onic wr - uroe

facility. This has meant an increase not only in the number of projects we now are ablr- to cnmrilcto becaus

* ~~of better tunnel time utilization, but we also have real ized an improvement in tne qual tv of rsr~r

being conducted.
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CADET PERFORMANCE DURING SUMMER ACADEMICS:
REPEAT VERSUS NOH-REPEAT STUDENTS

J. H. Ru , S' I

Abstract

This study analyzes the performance of cadets enrol led in the fol lowing United States Air Force

Academy engineerirg core courses during the 1981 summer semester: Engineering Fundamentals (Engr 1I1),
Mechanics and Materials in Engineering Design (Mach 210), Fundamentals of Aeronautics (Aero 311), und
Introductory Enrineering Thermodynamics (Aure 312). The paper analyzes and desribes data comparinq the
performance of <tudents taking the courses.for the first time with those who had previously failed the

course or dropped it in lieu of failure. Subjective performance comparisons of these two student groups are
also described.

The results of the study indicate that the performance of cadets taking any of these engineering
courses for the first time compared quite favorably with the performance of cadets who study the material a
second time.

I. Introduction

The decision to allow students to take an engineerinq course such as Acre 311 or Acre 312 for the

first time during the compressed Air Force Academy summer semester is a difficult one. Traditionally at the

Academy an argument has been made against enrolling first-time students in engineering courses during the

summer semester because it is said that there are too many concepts to learn and there is too little time

in which to learn them. On the assumption that new students will have extraordinary difficulty in a

particular summer course, proponents of this argument also feel that first-time students will "hold hack"

class progress.

Additionally, some people believe that students who repeat courses might have an unfair advantage over

first-time students since they have some familiarity with course material. Another advantage that a repeat

student might have is the knowledge that failure during a Class Committee-directed summer semester means

possibla elimination from the Air Force Academy. This fact alone may spur enhanced performance from t e

typical repeat student. Of course, both of these seeming advantages for a repeat student in the summer tern

would also be advantageous for a repeat student during the regular academic year.

On the other hand, there are persons at the Academy who have argued that students who take an

engineering course for the first time during the summer semester are not at a disadvantage. Supporters of

this view believe that the typical first-time student has a better academic record than does one taking the

course for the second time. Proponents of this argument also feel that because the typical first-time

student is a better student, he or she is better able to adapt to the rigorous summer semester schedule.

The purpose of this study was to provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the performance

of both first-time and repeat enrollees in engineering core courses taught during the 1981 Air Force

Academy Summer semester in the hope that factual data could be used to resolve the debate over which

students should be permitted to enroll in the summer semester courses.

*Captain, USAF, Instructor of Aeronautics, DFAN
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I Resenr ch -ocedures

.b ql-he ;ala fcr the study we analyzed the performance of students enrol led in four engineering core

courses o',red d.riaq the summer semester of 1981 and we divided those students into two groups, repeat

and ron-repeat .'u"Onts. Repeat siudents consisted of those cadets who had previously failed a particular

course or had rooped the course at mid-semester and thus had already been exposed to some of the course

rraterial. lie non-repeht students group was composed of those cadets for whom the summer semester

* represente,; their first formal exposure to course material.

rforrpanre.. data was col lected for each group and compared to each cadet's Academy cumulative grade

,ieit avercc (CPA). !n addition, for each cadet a statistical measure of course grade deviation from

c jmui tive G, ,ws determined. For example, a cadet whose deviation was +1.00 would have earned a course

grede that was one letier grade higher than predicted by his or her cumulative GPA. Also, in each course

th' averace course grade was computed, as well as the student's curse grade deviation from his or her

cumulative Gr'A. The qualitative evaluation of the performance of repeat and non-repeat students was based

on!y on the subjective comments of the individual instructors of the Aero 311 and Aero 312 courses.

Ml. Quantitalive Results

In general, the data seemed to indicate that repeat and non-repeat students performed equally well

du~ing the sur;imer semester. In practically all courses offered during the summer semester the performance

of both grour- exceeded the expected results based on student cumulative GPAs. In only one group did the

average course graoe that was achieved fall short of the anticipated course grade (see Table 1). But the

limited number of individuals in this particular group made any accurate generalization about their

performance difficult. In all the other groups, however, the final course grades achieved by the summer

sludents aer ed the same or better than the anticipated results.

Table I %hows the large number of individuals enrolled in the summer courses who had entering

rumulotive GPAs below 2.00. Their motivation to do well and avoid possible dismissal from the Academy was

evidenced by their performance average which was almost one letter grade higher than predicted by their

cumulative GPAs.

Table 2 snows both groups to have averaged better than their cumulative GPAs would have indicated,

Table 3 demonstrates that both repeat and non-repeat students did better than predicted by their

previous academic records. In the course from which this data was taken, Aero 311, the non-repeat students

actually performed better than did the repeat students, both in terms of their cours, rrades and in

deviation from their cumulative GPAs. As a side note to this table, the Aero 311 course final exam was

quite similar to one given during the previous semester of the formal academic year. And, in fact, the

course proaress was not "held back" at all by the presence of non-repeat students. This is clearly shown by

the final exam scores for the two semesters. The spring semester final exam had a mean score of 72.5
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CADET PERFORMANCE DURING SUMMER ACADEMICS:
REOEAT VERSUS NON-REPEAT STUDENTS

l.H. Ru ,c,'

Abstract

This study analyzes the performance of cadets enrolled in the following United States Air Force
Academy engineering core courses durinq the 1981 summer semester: Engineering Fundamentals (Engr 110),
Mechanics and Materials in Engineering Design (Mech 210), Fundamentals of Aeronautics (Aero 311), dnd
Introductory Enineering Thermodynamics (Aoro 312). The paper analyzes and desribes data comsarinq the
performance of students takinq the courses.for the first time with those who had previously failed the
course or dropped it in lieu of failure. Subjective performance comparisons of these two student groups are
also described.

The results of the study indicate that the performance of cadets taking any of these engineering

courses for the first time compared quite favorably with the performance of cadets who study the material a
second time.

I. Introduction

The decision to allow students to take an engineering course such as Aero 311 or Aero 312 for the

first time during the compressed Air Force Academy summer semester is a difficult one. Traditionally at the

Academy an argument has been made against enrolling first-time students in engineering courses during the

summer semester because it is said that there are too many concepts to learn and there is too little time

in which to learn them. On the assumption that new students will have extraordinary difficulty in a

particular summer course, proponents of this argument also feel that first-time students will "hold back"

class progress.

Additionally, some people believe that students who repeat courses might have an unfair advantage over

first-time students since they have some familiarity with course material. Another advantage that a repeat

student might have is the knowledge that failure during a Class Committee-directed summer semester means

possible elimination from the Air Force Academy. This fact alone may spur enhanced performance from the

typical repeat student. Of course, both of these seeming advantages for a repeat student in the summer term

would also be advantageous for a repeat student during the regular academic year.

On the other hand, there are persons at the Academy who have argued that students who take an

engineering course for the first time during the summer semester are not at a disadvantage. Supporters of

this view believe that the typical first-time student has a better academic record than does one taking the

course for the second time. Proponents of this argument also feel that because the typical first-time

student is a better student, he or she is better able to adapt to the rigorous summer semester schedule.

The purpose of this study was to provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the performance

of both first-time and repeat enrollees in engineering core courses taught during the 1981 Air Force

Academy summer semester in the hope that factual data could be used to resolve the debate over which

students should be permitted to enroll in the summer semester courses.

*Captain, USAF, Instructor of Aeronautics, DFAN
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Table I

STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN ENGR 110 DURING 1981 SUMMER SEMESTER

REPEAT (17 Students) NON-REPEAT (2 Students)

Cum GPA
1  

Course Grade
2  

Deviation
3  

Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation

2.34 C -.34 2.35 B +.65
1.99 C +.O1 2.77 C -.77
1.74 B +1.26
1.91 C +.09

. 2.44 B +.56
1.86 B +1.14

1.99 B +1.01
2.15 C -.15

* 1 1.93 A +2.07
2.09 A +1.91
1.90 C +.10

2.10 C -.10
1.86 A +2.14
2.00 C 0
2.24 A +1.76
2.00 A +2.00
1.80 A +2.20

Average

2.02 2.94 +.92 2.56 2.50 -.06

NOTES:

1. Cum GPA valid through spring semester 1981.

2. Course letter grades are assigned numerical values as follows:

A = 4, B 3, C = 2, 0 - 1.

3. Deviation of course grade from Cum GPA, i.e.,
Deviation = Course Grade - Cum GPA.

Table 2
STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN MECH 210 DURING 1981 SUMMER SEMESTER

REPEAT (9 Students) NON-REPEAT (13 Students)

Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation Cum CPA Course Grade Deviation

2.08 C -.08 2.86 B +.14
2.20 B +.80 2.43 C -.43
2.21 C -.21 2.10 C -.10
2.11 A +1.89 2.39 B +.61
2.12 A +1.88 1.93 C +.07

2.23 C -.23 2.18 C -. 18
3.05 C -1.05 2.97 B +.03
2.03 B +.97 2.70 B +.30

1.94 B +1.06 3.10 A +.90
2.22 C -.22
2.22 B +.78
2.16 C -. 16
1.96 C +.04

Average

2.22 2.78 +.56 2.40 2.54 +.14
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Table 3

STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN AERO 311 DURING 1981 SUMMER SEMESTER

REPEAT (8 Students) NON-REPEAT (10 Students)

Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation

2.62 C -.62 2.55 B +.45
2.00 B +1.00 2.70 A +1.30
2.26 C -.26 2.05 D -1.05
2.19 C -. 19 1.99 C +.01

2.79 B +.21 2.34 B +.66
2.18 C -.18 2.53 A +1.47
2.80 B +.20 2.41 B +.59
2.27 A +1.73 2.45 A +1.55

3.89 A +.11
2.23 A +1.77

Average

2.39 2.63 +.24 2.51 3.20 +.69

percent, while a similar exam given during the summer semester had a higher mean score of 76.2 percent.

Table 4 shows that Aero 312 repeat students averaged about one-half letter grade better than their

cumulative GPAs, while non-repeat students performed about as predicted by their cumulative GPAs.

IV. Qualitative Results

A performance analysis of the summer semester students must also include some subjective corr, nts by

the instructors involved in teaching and by the students themselves. The Aero 311 and 312 instructors found

- - their students, both repeat and non-repeat groups, to be much more responsive during the summer semester.

Daily preparation, as measured by class participation and quiz scores, appeared to be more thorough than

4during the regular academic year. To a slight degree, both instructors found the class participation to be

* Table 4
STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN AERO 312 DURING 1981 SUMMER SEMESTER

REPEAT (9 Students) NON-REPEAT (12 Students)

Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation Cum GPA Course Grade Deviation

2.45 B +.55 2.24 C -.24

3.16 A +.84 2.47 C -.47
2.28 B +.72 2.11 D -1.11

2.54 B +.46 3.32 A +.68
2.04 B +.96 1.99 C +.O1
2.59 B +.41 2.52 C -.52
2.27 C -. 27 3.95 A +.05
2.26 B +.74 2.68 A +1.32

2.44 B +.56 2.30 C -.30
2.38 C -.38
2.95 B +.05
2.05 B +.95

Average

2.45 3.0 +.55 2.58 2.58 0
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at a higher level for the non-repeat students than for the repeat students. Student comments on the

desirability of taking engineering courses such as Aero 311 and 312 during the summner semester were quite

favorable. Both repeat and non-repeat student groups responded on their end-of-course critiques that the

continuity afforded by a rapid succession of lessons made the engineering concepts easier to understand.

Both groups cormnented that their relative lack of other activities aided greatly in their course

performance.

V. Conclusions

As a result of this study, several conclusions can be supported by the data collected. First, the

average non-repeat student does not harm his or her GPA by voluntary enrollIment in summer engineering

courses. The presence of first-time students in the summer engineering core courses offered at the Air

Force Academy does not seem to hold back class learning. The continuity provided by the rapid succession of

*lessons, and the relative lack of activities which compete for a student's attention and detract from

course preparation time allows both repeat and non-repeat students to do well.

Secondly, while the engineering concepts taught in these courses are difficult to learn, I students

*seem to grasp them well, in so far as quantitative methods of measuring performance in class prepiration

and tests are concerned. These measurement techniques, it should be noted, only determine short-term

understanding and retention of course material. In this study we did not attempt to measure the students'

long-term retention of the material taught during the summner semester, and thus no generalization regarding

that issue can be made.

But on the basis of this preliminary and rudimentary study, it would appear that the Academy should

not inhibit the enrollment of any students who wish to take engineering core courses for the first time

during the summer semester.
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REFLECTIONS OF AN ENGLISH LITFRATURE MAJOR ON
OUR TECHNOLCIlCAL SOCIETY*

J.M. Kenmpf**

Abstract

For much of the twentieth century artists and intellectual, have been critical of the technological
orientation of modern industrial society. Many social analysts drque that the contemporary era is
characterized by an increasing estrangement between humanistic and scientific disciplines of knowledge. A
teacher with experience in both disciplines argues that we must reverse this situation. To do this,
engineers as well as scholars of tho humanities must develop a common language that will enable all
educated persons to communicate across the artificial barriers that have been erected around special ized
domains of knowledge.

As one who has spent a number of years training to join a profession of humanities teachers and

scholars and who has several times found himself involuntarily enl isted in the ranks of workers in large

technological organizations, I sympathize with the plight of many modern artists who see the seemingly

* overwhelming inertia of technological society as a threat to the human--and humane--crafts of the arts.

* Indeed, it seems a threat to culture as we know it. But my experiences in technological organizations have

also made me aware of the fact that the purported conflict between the arts, or humanistic knowledge, and

* the sciences may be an exaggerated and certainly unnecessary, not to mention destructive, concept. Let me

* try to explain why I think this is true.

While recently thinking about this subject, I was reminded of something I heard Saul Bellow say

* several years ago. Bellow was describing Joyce's Ulysses and the impact it had on him as a young writer

* because of its insight into a crucial problem facing writers in the modern world. This problem, as Bellow

saw it, was that literature has become overwhelmed by the sheer glut of written communication caused by

technology. The fact that this situation has been compounded by the electronic revolution since Ulysses is

a common theme of modern sociology as well as l iterature.

My subject really does not deal with English literature as an art such as Bellow himself writes, but

rather with English as a skill badly needed for clear communication in a modern, technically oriented

society. This skill is particularly vital today because the relationship between the wisdom of the arts and

* the humanistic tradition of knowledge and the factual information that characterizes the world of modern

business and technological enter-prises appears to be one of widening distance. Some of the reasons for this

situation are historical.

Ever since the English Romantic poet William Blake condemned Isaac Newton to torment because of

Newton's purportedly wicked powers of "Urizen," modern literary art and a good deal of literary theory has

claimed that the "rational ity" of science and technology was the source of modern cultural destruction.

This idea fostered the notion of a split between two cultures, the scientific and the literary or

'This paper is a slightly revised version of remarks delivered to the First Southwest Regional Convention
of the National Council of Teachers of English, Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, October 18, 1980.

"Captain. USAF. instructor of English, DIFENG
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humanistic. For several docades academics have been at work analyzinq the profound impl ical ilrs uf tto

shift of social power takirng place to a "New Class" of technocratic experts and m(ndoers tha' h,.:, o(c Urruc

over a period of decades, but most rapidly in the post World War II era. Thit, subJuct (if sthi ftq socidl

power is a heated one among political scionlists, economists, and sociologists.

In contrast to sociological analyses of ou rising tochqically oriented society, modern litorary

responses have generally attempted to iqnore analyis. Modern writers like D.H. Lawrence and W.B. Yeats

sought refuge from technical culture in nec-primitive or anti-rational mytholoei(s. For example, during the

1930's the American writer Henry Miller found expression for his feelinq of cultural oppression by

asserting that a vast conspiracy against the human spirit existed within modern corporate society which was

symbolized for Miller by the "Cosmodomonic Telegraph Company of North America," which reached everywhere

robbing modern man of freedom and spirit. He argued that the only available response was escape throunh

imaginative creation, that permitted art to transcend mundane, material reality. Failing that he stood and

raged:

"What is true interests me scarcely at all, nor what is real; only that interests me which I imagine
to be, that which I had stifled every day in order to live.... I wanted to see America destroyed,
razed from top to bottom.., as atonement for the crimes that were committed against me.... And yet I1l
remain powerless to alter my life" (Ref. I).

Norman Mailer rephrased this theme in 1968 in The Armies of the Night, his analysis of our Vietnam

debacle, a war caused, he said, by the lobotomizing effect of technology on American sensibility and by an

imperious rationality:

"Technology had driven insanity ... out of all the lost primitive places; one had to find it now
wherever fever, force, and machines could come together, in Vegas, at the race track, in pro

football .... None of it was enough--one had to find it in Vietnam...."

Mailer summarized his view of the current American cultural dilemma, brought about by what he believed was

our worship of technology, when he described the alienated youth of the 1960's:

"There were nightmares beneath the gaiety of these middle class runaways, these Crusaders, going out
to attack the hard core of technology land ... Iwherol nature was a veil whose tissue had been ripped
oy static, (byl screams of jet motors, the highway grid of the suburbs, smog, defoliation, and
pollution of the streams.... " (Ref. 2).

More recently, in his own portrait of a ruined writer friend Delmore Schwartz, Saul Bellow wrote of

the self-defeating results of the long literary opposition to technological culture. In pondering

Schwartz's shabby death, Bellow asked the following rhetorical questions about the role of writers in a

modern technical world:

".... were poets like drunkards and misfits or psychopaths, like the wretched, ... destined to sink
into weakness .... Having no machines, no transforming knowledge like Boeing, or Sperry Rand or IBM or
RCA? Could a poem pick you up in Chicago and land you in New York two hours later? Could it compute a
space shot? It had no such powers. And interest was where power was. In ancient times poetry was a
Force, the poet had real strength in the material world. Of course, the material world was different
then. But what interest could a Humboldt raise? He threw himself into weakness and became a hero of
wretchedness. He consented to the monopoly of power and interest held by money, politics, law,

rationality, land] technology .... " (Ref. 3).

I have emphasized this literary opposition to modern corporate and technical society because it has

become a central issue for academic humanities departments in recent times. The constant discussion of the
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"crisis in the humanities" has led to numerous studies seeking ways to find "relevance" in school

* curriculums to meet the trend of vocationalism among students, to bridge the gap between the humanities ana

science, and to salvage whole departments from pessimism and self-immolation. The crisis has led to much

cynicism among academic humanities teachers and to some who see a vast capitalist conspiracy to turn

* academic life itself into merely an instrument for training a technical force for big business. Such

pessimism and cynicism may be misguided and counter-productive.

4 In the title story of his collection City Life, Donald Barthelme wrote about the tasteless,

*cliche-ridden lives of contemporary urban adults. One of the central symbols in this story about the

I spiritual emptiness of our technological age was a television. What particularly interested me in the

symbol was that Barthelme emphasized the television brand name -- Motorola (Ref. 4). Now, by an odd quirk

of circumstances, several years ago I found myself recruited out of a graduate program in English

literature and asked to accept a job with Motorola Flectronics Corporation, a jot) I never would have

pursued on my own, bel ieving as I did, that a person with an English literature degree was about as

necessary to a modern electronics company as an old vacuum tube. What I discovered was that, indeed, the

company did not necessarily need someone with broad literary knowledge. But it did need someone who could

produce clear, intelligible prose. In fact, the company could not get paid without technical reports that

were intelligible, and few professional engineers can write such reports.

Similarly, I found that the broad knowledge I possessed, not about technology but about business,

world affairs, and the arts, permitted me to provide an important dimension to the corporation and its

* people. And I found that the engineers working at Motorola were not lobotomized technicians. Several held

* season tickets to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Chicago's Lyric Opera, one raised exotic forms of

African violets, another was a former president of the Chicago Rhododendron Society. Many were fervent

environmentalists and, though often lacking in wide reading, were eager for conversation with someone who

* was well read in all kinds of humanistic subjects, from politics to art. One audio engineer, a specialist

in microphone desi n, provided tapes of local Chicago area college musical events to one of the few

remaining classical FM radio stations in Chicago.

What I am suggesting here is that if technological organizations in our society have become identified

in modern literature as enemies of culture, it is also a fact that human beings constitute those technical

* organizations and are as interested as anyone in the full range of human subjects that touch their lives.

* Indeed, the human dimension of society is, or ought to be, modern industry's chief concern, whether it be

the psychology that causes abrupt market changes in foreign currency values, labor matters, communication

laws, foreign business regulations, and government, olitics, and divergent cultures and cultural values.

To deal with this human culture, business needs people who can read and write and think about all these

subjects and communicate to a variety of audiences. Modern technical businesses in particular absolutely

depend on written communication and on employees who can translate the technical jargon of their often
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crippled writing into intelligible English prose.

By the time I left Motorola I was supervising a wide range of written corporate and technical

communications, such as operating and repair manuals, resoarch and development reports, financial reports,

and numerous other types of written work. I had designed and taught a writing course for managers and

engineers dealing with international markets, and I had become frustrated because I could not always get

the organization to work efficiently. And I discovered that the inefficiency of a groat deal of modern

institutional life is due, in large part, to indecisiveness about, and lack of expertise in, written

communication.

The skills and knowledge that humanities students bring to modern business, then, aro hardly

irrelevant. They may, in fact, be crucial to the business world's success in the future.

Many economists have recently come to the conclusion that a major cause of the decline in American

economic productivity is incoherent written and verbal communication. Think of this assertion for a

minute--faulty syntax leads to confusion and therefore has directly weakened our national security! That

statement must boggle the minds of some of our current defense analysts. Yet, if one accepts this

assertion, it is understandable that management experts place high value on communication skills as a major

component of business and government leadership.

My own job experience, as a university teacher, a civil engineering assistant, a worker in the

gargantuan bureaucracy of modern government and the military, or as an editor and manager of communications

for a large American technological organization, convinces me that humanistic studies, particularly the

discipline of English as an academic background when coupled with knowledge of other disciplines, is vital

* tomodern American industry. Who else but a trained writer is impatient with sometimes incoherent

bureaucratic and technical written communication? And who else is capable of radically paring wordy

communication so that it becomes clear, precise, and economical? Let me give an example from personal

experience. Two months into my job at Motorola I had cut approximately 50 percent of a monthly report on

research projects that saved management time and many overtime and weekend sessions for a number of people.

In the Air Force, I once did a similar job, thereby permitting eight people to do what they were trained to

do--fix airplanes. The "editorial" principles Of standard English usage, when applied as a "technical

skill" to communicate information, cut across all organizations and disciplines. We need to emphasize how

this skill trains people, engineers as well as students of the arts, to think clearly, efficiently, and

acutely in analyzing all subjects, not just literature. A really good English student ought to be impatient

with unnecessary meetings, wasted discussion, unclear forms, or unnecessary activities and instructions and

he should be critical of sloppy thinking. This attitude and the associated Skills are the essence of

management.

Nor is it the case that we should merely think that training in the humanities, in the sense of

emphasizing skills such as "editing," is a vocational education. Humanistic perspective and values are also
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crucial tn the success of modern industry. But humanities departments have insufficiently addressed this

issue. For example, the September 1980 Atlantic Monthly contained an article analyzing what is wrong with

the American economy. Incidentally, it fpoints to companies like Motorola and the electronics industry as a

hope tor the future to provide more jobs, labor-saving efficiency, and a liberation of men from dull

routine work (Rof. 51. That has always been the hope for technology. But if humanities teachers wish to

participate in the modern economic chaI lenge, they must recognize that al technoloqy requires written

English instructions on how to repair and operate machines, and industry needs people to clearly

communicate to the public the problems which technology creates. There are many positions in America that

badly need students who can combine writing skills with knowledge of and interest in physics, electronics,

and all other scientific and engineering disciplines. And those disciplines badly need translation into a

common cultural language.

What we need today is a new perspective on the relationship between humanistic, and particulorly

English, "knowledge" and our contompory social order based on technology. The old antagonistic attitude is

* iself-defeating, and dangerous. For example, in his book English in America, the former editor of the

journal College English, Richard Ohmann, begins by opposing English to science. He criticizes academic

English scholars for allowing their subject to become narrowly specialized and disconnected, unlike science

he says, to generalized theories relating English research to a larger cultural reality. In aping

scientific specialization humanities teachers have failed, Ohmann argues, to emphasize the moral insights

of literature and to provide a theoretical framework to integrate the subject into our larger cultural

context (Ref. 6). Much of what he says is true--but not totally. Technological research is often

extraordinarily specialized, boring, and unconnected to wider theory. And it certainly, sometimes

critically, lacks a humanistic perspective.

Similarly, in a recent article expanded from remarks made at MI1 during the spring of 1980, John

Hersey noted that C.P. Snow's famous description of the gap separating the "two cultures" of technical an

humanistic education has, even with some curricular reforms at major universities, become wider rather than

narrower as Snow had hoped. Hersey places most of the blame for this situation on humanities departments

for their ivoidance of science (Ref. 71. Much of what he says is true--but not totally.

Furthermore, most discussions of the conflict between science and the humanities ignore the issue of

"power" which Saul Bellow, Norman Mailer, and Henry Miller so astutely noted. To deal with it we must

insure that students can program a computer and edit a paper on phys cs as well as analyze a poem. This

premise appl ies to technical as well as humanities students. Such a qoal means we need to rturn to a

philosophy of education, and a curriculum, that emphasizes the tradition of liberal arts with the term

"liberal" somewhat redefined. Every humanities student should take several courses in physics and the

natural sciences, in math, and in basic accounting, and four years of one foreign language as well as

literature, history, and philosophy. One of the most valuable ski I Is American business wi I I require in tie
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future is the skill to speak other languages to deal with our increasingly international cuI! .,e. Engineers,

need to contemplate the human dimension of their discipl ines too. We need more than ever todav a cmmon

language that permits us to find a common ground between our increasingly special izea domains t f nowled-,e.

Let me also note that those who blame the current plight of the humanities (or the l,ick of cCITIcOl

influence of humanities departments) on their indifference to technical issues have never edited Tecnrical

* I or business prose or read technical journals or textbooks. Fifty years ago tie French Surreulis's advocated

writing prose that was unrevised, disorganized, unintelligible, and irrelevent To social reality. Much

business and technical prose has achieved today what Surrealism only dreamed of. TtIr excuse used by

engineers that one doesn't have sufficient background to understand technical subjects is u-ually an excuse

for incoherent and elliptical writing on those subjects. Technical writing is often incoheren because it

fails to describe completely the premises and reasoning proceses behind, or the actual design of,

machinery or scientific research and assumes that its intended audience will fill in missing information.

The frustration technical people feel in reading their own journals proves that this assumpti n is

fallacious. Thus, "technical expertise" in English, the ability to organize ideas and information

coherently, to revise syntax, to choose precise and logical combinations of words, and to subordinate ideas

is precisely what is missing in much contemporary scientific and technical writing.

Technical culture does have power today, but it is also dangerously vulnerable. To protect us all from

the sometimes blind arrogance, foolhardiness, and short-sighted vision of business and technical

organizations whose technology affects public life from places like Love Canal to Three Mile Island, we

must translate the jargon of technical subject matter, including legal and medical writing, into a

universal language intelligible to all citizens. Such a "job" is crucial to a freely functioning society if

it is tofmakc rational decisions about its own future based on all available knowledge. I don't Think

engineers, trained as they are in the contemporary world, can do this translating work. Lewis Thomas and

Barry Commoner do not seem to 'have many peers in the scientific and engineering professions.

* My experience tells me that far from being merely ornamental or a luxury in this world, Lommand of the

skills of language is extraordinarily important in terms of power in modern society. For students these

skills don't just make better citizens or provide them vocational employment. They allow them to maintain

their freedom. Totalitarian regimes always arrest dissident writers first. Presidenis and corporate

executives have speech-writers as their closest aides. And the most crucial war of our time is the one for

our minds, a war fought through propaganda, subliminal advertising, and outright manipulation of

information. Let me illustrate.

Recently I read an editorial in a Colorado newspaper that charged John Anderson and President Ccrter

with "appeasement" for believing that diplomacy was the first line of American strategy and for opposing

certain costly military weapons systems. Another article by a retired Air Force General urged thit America

support the new Korean military government because Koreans were not used to democracy and therefore we
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:,ci. Y hnl fr-o ii on them, as if our treasure and I i vs hid njt hoc. expended there for thirty years for

, t!t remson. And a corporat,. idvert i sum(!It sev(ra I months aqo urqed Amer ica not to a low single

iiterest r~a to divide our hasic nationil unity, j in ity that was good for the company which got nuch of

iLt, LL', from the covrnment. Bul when the Justice [epartment subsequently ti led suit against the

)T .spis, for anti-trust violations due to acquisitions thot led to dominiTion of certain technology markets,

Li -p in changid its advortisirlg. Toda\ unily is said to te bad. The company's public advertisements now

t,,r nono ftrvontiorn i , free markets by government agencies. Finally, an article I read in the August,

')80, i ,ue of Commentary_ magazine by a literature professor at Berkeley (Ref. 8), reviewing recent books

haot the A"or i-an I terary hitory of the 1930's by Edriund Wi Ison and Malcolm Cowley, attacked the

:portcud "Marxist ideoloqy" of those eminent men of American letters. The article was particularly

:-istiroinq because I have read most of the letters and articles this professor only selectively used as

,lanc,- for his accusations, and I was stunned by the extent to which he quoted material out of context or

m israrescn
t
e, other mater i a I

Each it those essay , or the corporate advertisement, severely violates basic principles of rhetoric.

Those viola
t
ions inci,jce erns- sitiv ly: ad hominem attacks on politicians that beg the question of issues,

seepinr, qeneralizition') thrft ignore history or our own political values, corporate manipulation of

ianqoage that cloud' truth and motives, and academic criticism that is close to being scandalous since the

S":rc-.ssiondl standards of Enql isn" uemand that we do not quote information out of context, misrepresent a

riter', full text, cr use post hoc ergo propter hoc argumentation. Indeed, teaching the "techniques" of

_ _-25mo iicatinh historical truth through documented research has traditionally been the domain of English

a;p'irtments whose profesSlo:nais are vested with responsibility to uphold the standards of objective

Now, no engineer I now could analyze, let alone be aware of, the "technical" violations of language

ml the manipuation goinq on in these articles. Engineers are, in effect, helpless in the war of words for

or',trol of our minds. It is in this regard that modern technical society badly needs people informed about

the values and lessons of human cultural history and who possess the technical skills of communication and

'crbal analysis.

Hurranists should !e experts in human civilization, that arduous accumulation of wisdom, about human

,tre and society and its fragjile balance, that was built from the long search for truth throughout

recorrol time; and truth requires lanquaqe for transmission of these truths to successive generations,

whether it he the truths of Shakespeare or Newton. If is this expertise that must be marshal led when

.onfrrntinq technology with questions about social design and values and that must be used to help direc4

technical energies into productive and constructive civilized goals. But to do this, humanists have a

f,:s)rnsit il ty to do more than criticize and hemoan a loss of influence. To direct technical energy into

Sivilize-l, humanisytic activity, humanists must first understand their sometime and now longstanding
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antagonist--technology. Modern business and government also need wico, humanitir, and r!-',c

perspective to save them from themselves. For the history of modern businos, arie )f ;iutrorji. r :,

governments, is that their often short-sighted coals undermine their own Iong-trm - ucc<,!rs an r.", ?

political climate of extremist opposition.

Thus, instead of training in weakness, the" study of the humanil ies creo3r!s an educe+,'c riti,.onr

capable of analyzing technical inertia as well as propaganda and false stalements. Such ti . -

thinking force nf power, the most subversive force on earth and hardly powerless
, 

in t, fi: -, rv 1inu cf

information, technical or advertising.

Literature is the discipline best suited to train us to analyze lanqtLace hecause i4 is t,,e ':%'s, -",> .

complex use of language used to transmit human values. It is not, therefore, ccstradii-'>v ' clucr

literature as the means to discipline and train the human mind or master communicative " '."

Scientists, after all, don't train on quacks or bid technology; they study the best, oftein te ncst lcik

and elegant technical thinkers and writers like James Clerk Maxwell, Einstein, and GaVi el.

Another needed reform of pedagogical attitude concerns humanities t'achinq it cIf. We -1ol': traia .ur

students, including future engineers, so that they will become an audience for art and litcrotur_, rath(er

than themselves becoming academic literary critics or scholars. Such an attitude is, not a re'rot, thojqn

it may mean there are fewer graduate students studying specialized sub jects. Rather-, it is a r acsser + of

the idea that always governed liberal education. We should train good citizens wt-o wilI have a rcaclh +

historical perspective and an appreciation for civilized values, and an understane nij of where t,,

fits in the overall ideal of a "good and just" society. Such a task requires ccoperali ,n amcr disc il Ls,

not antagonism.

The whole argument about a dichotomy between art and science may be false. Lewis Murnfor, ,

that technology is not inherently inimical to art (Ref. 9). The construction of the viol in iL' t,

Beethoven! And some Motorola engineers I know don't watch television. They I isten t(, Beuths,..c--,r eL;'s:

to the Sierra Club.
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SECTION V

Aeronautical History
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their own fundamental investigations. The world's first succes',ful glider vehicle by Li Iienthal in the

early 1890s had an L/D of about 5; by comparison, birds have an L/D rangina from 5 to 20. The world's first

mar-controlled powered aircraft, by the Wright brothers in 1903, had an L/D of about 7.5. As the L/D values

increased over the years, soar planes advanced most rapidly and are currently attaining the enormous!y high

values of about 50. This was achieved by employing ultra high wing aspect ratios and profiles especiaily

tailored to the low Reynolds and Mach numbers of those airplanes. Powered aircraft advanced to L/D values

of about 20 in the late 1940s by continuously improving aerodynamic shapes employing advanced profiies,

extremely smooth and accurate surfaces, engine cowls, and retractable landing gears. In the 1940s, this

high aerodynamic quality was extended from the subsonic to the transonic flight speed regime by enploying

the swept wing principle, and later in 1952, the area rule of Whitcomb. In the late 1960s, the Boeing 74?

attained in transonic flight an L/D of about 20. In the supersonic flight speed regime L/D improved from 5

in the mid-1950s to the currently considered L/D values of about 10. This progress can be attributed to the

application of artificial stability and also to area rule, and advanced supersonic profile shapes which are

made possible by advanced structures. The hypersonic speed reqime is not fully explored. Current emphasis

is placed on wing reentry vhicles and lifting bodies where a hih L/D is not of greatest importance.

Fundamental investiqations have shown that much qroater values of L/D than those currently employed are

attainable.

To appruciale the techn(lo qical advancement
,, 

in propulsion technoloy, let us again look back at the

tehoinninq of oiur century. Stom and internal combustion (*nclins were then in existence, but were far too
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_CV'I f- fTI ichl -, ;(*.ticf. Ttb. Wright brothers rcognized the groat future potential of th, internal

'Ir" '-uclve- 1-1:1 both a relatively liqhtweiqlet enginee suitable for flight application and an

-Itf iC Ie--i L('J ~~*Lt u%, rice look at the progresGs of propulsion systems over the years (Figure 2). The

i-r T t,ro I!,.-rs' f ir,t arr'prODu I ,ion svstem had a shaft power of 12 hor sepower, and its ratio of power

nuttiut tc, ttM;,(pwI 10fl yttom weight including propellecr and transmission was about 0.04. Through the

-2 TRENDS OF POWER PER WEIGHT (HP/LB)
AND OVERALL EFFICIENCY (qfo) OF

AERO PROPULSION SYSTEMS FROM 1900 TO 2000
0 WRIGHT-BROTHERS 1903:
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1HP 40HP -4000 HIP -100.000 HP

I i qurt! 2. Procqross in PropulIsi on Systems

subsequent four decades tho horsepower weight ratio improved by more than an order of magnitude, to about

0. hP/l1h. The power output of the largest engine amounted to about 4000 hp and the overall efficiency

(ongine and propel Icr) reac-hed about 25 percent. In the mid 1930s, the turbojet came into being. This new

propulsion system wa% imrQd iatvly suoerior over the reciprocating engine with respect to power-to-weight

ratie; however, its overall efficiency was initially lownr than that of the recinrocatino enqline. As can be

seen, pro(lross was rapid. In less then four decades tho power-to-weight ratio increftd more than tenfold

and the overall efficiency exceeded that of a diesel propulsion system. The power output of today's largest

ems turbine (ngines reachu-s nearly 110,000 horsepower.

Thee truly gigaritic technologiical advancements had an enormous impact on flight performance. The

impr~vements in aerodynamic quality and overall enqline efficiency tremendously increased the flight range

and total aircraft economy. The lighter vehicle structures and greater engine power/weight ratios had a

cruciail impart on aircraft maneuverahility and flight speed.
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Fiture 53. Increaso. in Flight Sj eocs

with the first man-controlled powered flight in the world. While the flight speed was only 30 mph, the

consequences of the first flights were enormous:

(I) Worldwide interest in powered flight was stimulated.

(2) The science of aerodynamics received a strong motivation.

(3) The U.S. Government became interested in powered flight for potential defense applications.

In 1909 the Wright brothers built the first military aircraft under government contract. During World

War I, aircraft technology progressed rapidly. The flight speed reached about 150 mph, and the engine power

output 400 horsepower. After the war military interest dropped, but aircraft technology had reached such a

deqree of maturity that two nonmilitary application fields could emerge, namely:

(I) Commercial Aviation - Mail and passenger transport. (First all metal monoplane for nassenger and

mail transport: Junkers F13, 1919.)

(2) Stunt Flying leading to General Aviation. (Sport and private transportation.)

In the period from 1920 - 1940, the speed increased ahout 350 mph throuah evolutionary improvements in

vehicle aerodynamics and engine technology, such as supercharger, variable pitch nropel ler, and

improvements in engine design, structures, and materials.

At the end of World Wbr II, the flight speed of propeller aircraft reached about 400 to 450 mph and

the power output of the largest reciprocating engines was 4000 horsepower. This constitulei about the
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performance limit of the propeller/reciprocating engine propulsion system. Today, the

propeller/reciprocating engine survives only in smaller, lower speed aircraft used in gonural aviuiticrn.

*During the 1930s, jet propulsion emerged which promised far greater fl iqht speeds than attainatlu- witt

the propeller/piston engine.

The first jet propelled experimental aircraft flew in Summer 1939, and in early 1941 tho first

prototype jet fighter began flight tests.

In 1944, mass produced jet fighters reached a speed of 620 mph.

In the early 1950s, jet aircraft transgressed the sonic speed. In the mid-1950s, the first siJrorsnrir

jet bomber (Hustler) appeared, and later the B-70 which reached Mach 3.

Also during the 1950s, through more than 15 years of military develooment, nas turtino tetinolonv had

reached such a maturity that commercial applications became attractive:

(I) Commercial Aircraft, e.g. Comet, Caravelle and Boeing 707.

(2) Surface Transportation (land, sea).

(3) Stationary Gas Turbines.

I- i In the early 1960s, the high bypass engine appeared which revolutionized military transportation.

In the end 1960s, based on the military experience with high bypass engines, the second generation of

commercial jet aircraft, the "Wide Body Aircraft" with large passenger capacity, such as the Boeing 747,

and later the "Tri-Stars," came into being. By that time the entire commercial fleet exclusively used qas

turbine engines.

Advantages for the airlines were: (1) overall fan jet efficiency equivalent to diesel; (2) overaJul

between about 5 million miles; (3) short turn-around time; (4) passengers enjoy the very quiet and

vibration-free flight, the short travel time, and the comfort of smooth stratospheric flight.

By the end of the 1960s essentially the entire business of passenger transportation was diverted from

ships and railroads to aircraft.

In the mid 1970s, the third generation of commercial transport, the supersonic Concorde, 1500 mph,

appeared with an equivalent power output of about 100,000 horsepower.

In summary, the evolution of aero-vehicle and aeropropulsion systems looks, in hindsight, like a

masterplan. The evolution began with piston engine and propeller which constituted the best propulsion

system for the initially low flight speeds, and had an outstanding growth potentidl up to about 450 mph.

In +he late 1930s, when flight vehicle technolony reached the ability to enter into the transonic

flight speed regime (in excess of 500 mph) which was beyond the capability of the propeller/niston engine,

the jet engine had just demonstrated its suitability for this flight speed regime. A vigorous jet ennine

development program could be launched. Soon the jut engine proved to he not only an excollent transoric hut

also a supersonic propulsion system. This resulted in the truly exploding growth in flight sneed.

It is interesting to note that military development preceded commurcial aplI ications by about fifteen
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to twenty years of both the propel ler engine and the gas turbine engine. The reason is that too many

generations of improved propulsion systems were required before a commercial utility could be envisioned.

Today, after 75 years of powered flight, the aircraft has outranked all other modes of iassonrler

transportation arid also has become one of America's greatest single export articles.

The evolutions of both aero-vehicle and aeropropulsion systems have in no way reached a technoloqical

level which is close to the ultimate potential! The evolution will go on for many decades toward

capabilities way beyond current feasibility and, perhaps, imagination, which I will discuss later.

B. The Beginning of Jet Propulsion

Let us now bring the beginning of jet propulsion in focus.

In the time period around the early 1930s, aircraft performance was in a state of continuous

advancements. The flight speed was around 250 mph, sufficiently away from any critical sreed I oh-t for

airplane or propeller/piston engine; and therefore no immediate need for a radically nt:w prnpulsion svst-r

* seemed to exist. However, this situation changed in 1935 when the theoretical possibility of fliaht speeds

near and above the speed of sound was envisioned by a swept-back wing. This historical event is descried

in Dr. T. von Karman's Memoirs, "The Wind and Beyond." Let me quote:

"The fifth Volta Congress in Rome 1935 was the first serious international scientific conqress
devoted to the possibilities of supersonic flight. I was one of those who had received a formal
invitation to give a paper at the conference from Italy's great Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of the
wireless telegraph. All of the world's leading aerodynamicists were invited.

"This meeting was historic because it marked the beginning of the superonic age. It was the
beginning in the sense that the conference opened the door to supersonics a a meaningful stLJy in
connection with supersonic flight, and secondly because most developments in supersonics occurred
rapidly from then on, culminating in 1947 -- a mere eleven years later -- in Captain Charles Yoayer's
piercing the sound barrier with the X-1 plane in level flight ... In terms of future aircraft
development, the most significant paper at the conference proved to be one given by a young man Dr.
Adolf Busemann of Germany ... by first publicly suggesting the swept-back wing and showinq how its
properties might solve many aerodynamic problems at speeds just below and above the srneed of sound."

The prospects of the propeller/piston engine as a propulsion system for f Iiqht speeds ahovo sut'sonic

speed were by far not as good as those of the acre-vehicle for a number of reasons. One of the mior

reasons is that the propeller becomes inefficient and very noisy at high subsonic flight speeds; onothur

reason is that the power-to-weight ratio of the reciprocating engine is too small for high sut sonic an,!

supersonic flight speeds.

In hindsight, this situation was ideal for launching the development of a radically n(,w propulsion

system that promised the capability of flying much faster than the propellIr/piston engine. At thit time,

however, the aircraft engine industry had no understanding of the need for future hiqh speed pr,nulsion

systems. As a matter of fact in 1938, when the German Air Ministry trio to sponsor the devflopm'ni of

turbojets, the aircraft engine industry was completely negative to such a project.

I cannot claim that I had a clear picture of the imminent need for jet propulsion, nor was I aware of

the various turbojet propulsion patents already in existence such as the patent of Guillau e (1921) end the

farsighted patent of F. Whittle (1930). My enthusiasm in jet propulsion was based more on the intuition
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that a continuous aerothermodynamic propulsion process could be inherently more powerful, srioothor,

lighter, and more compatible with the aero-vehicle than a propeller/piston engine.

In the Fall of 1933, my thoughts began to focus on a steady aerodynamic flow process in which the

energy for compressing the fresh air would be extracted from the expanding exhaust qas. Such a steady flow

p)rocess promised a far greater air volume handling capability than that of a reciprocal inq enqine and

consequently a much greater power concentration and power-to-weiqhl ratio. Also, the air ducted into such a

system could be decelerated prior to reaching any Mach number-sensitive ennine component. Both of these

characteristics are of greatest significance for a hint' speed propulsion system.

First, I intended to accomplish this process wilhout omployinl moving machinery by brinning the

inflowing fresh air in direct contact with the expanding combustion gas (a kind of ejector process). But

after studying specific processes and configurations, it became apparent that such types of processes weuld

have enormous problems with respect to internal losses and adverse heat transfer effects caused by mixing

between fresh air and combuster gas. I put this idea aside for future considerations dnd began to

investigate a propulsion process i which compression and expansion were separate,, and carried out by a

turbo-compressor and turbine respectively. Searching for an extremely l ighiweiqht, compact and simple

configuration having a minimum development risk, I chose a radial outflow compressor rotor back-to-back

with a radial inflow turbine rotor. This configuration also promised correct matchinq simply by providing

equal outer diameters for the straight radial outflow compressor rotor and the straight radial inflow

turbine rotor. I was aware of the possibility of employing axial floa compressors and turbines, and I

considered an axial flow configuration as very desirable for future developments from a standpoint of small

frontal area, but as too complex and expensive for the beginning. In particular, staqe matching of a

multistage axial flow compressor and matching of axial flow compressor and turbine without component lest

facilities appeared to me too risky.

During 1934, I conducted rudimentary desiqn and weighl studies and made some . formance calculations

based on a pressure ratio (, 3:1 which appeared attainaLle witi. a sinle staqe compressor and a turbine

inlet temperature of about 1200 to 1400 degrees Farenheit. It appeared that al a high fliqht speed of about

500 mph, an overall efficiency could be obtained which was around 60 percent of that of an equivalent

propeller/niston engine. The corresnond inn niglh fuel crnsumption was somewhat discouracling. Howuvr, the

0 weight of !;uch a propulsion syst , promisrd to he i,nly a fraction quarter or less) of that of an

equivalent propel ler/piston ongin, 5ysaer. At t,-t tir,, the, propiilsion syster of a fighter aircraft

constitutd d much qreatur weighl portiic t-ir, Pis. f.t l, and conseqiuent ly the 3tiove trade hetweni fuel

weight an#, propulsion systeri wei(ihl s pune to h,' a very fovor c(: on.

All in a l I, I was encouraged arid began [at(n prorehlr,. My greatust concern was what approach to

choosce for srl I ing the 'ea of turbojet propulsion. I filt that in tiny case a working model would he most

important, and so I decided at fit enf' of 1934 io hivt, a model Iui it at my own expen!,e at ti 0 auto repair
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shop and garage "Bartels & Becker" in Goettingen.

I was well acquainted with this repair shop and with the head mechanic and machinist, Max Hahn, long

before I thought of jet engines. I had a small car which I parked there, and in this way I had frequent

conversations with Hahn about automobiles and other technical subjects, and I had gained the impression

that Max Hahn had an outstanding natural engineering talent and was speifically knowledgeable in

manufacturing methods.

So it came that I discussed with Max Hahn the cost and possibilities of building my demonstration

model. I showed Max Hahn my sketches; he made many suggestions for simplification and changes to enable

manufacturing the model with the machine tools of the auto repair shop. Hahn's ingenuity and practical mind

brouqht the construction of my model within the realm of my financial means. Including combustor, the total

price estimate was slightly greater than 1000 marks! The actual price was somewhat greater, mainly due to

some changes. It is difficult to convert in a meaningful manner 1000 marks' work of machine-man hours of

1935 into dollars of today. If I would build the same model today, it probably would cost more than

$10,000.

The photos show the back-to-back compressor-+urhine rotor (one shroud being removed) (Figure 4);

primitive balancing on a lathe of Bartels & Becker's repair shop (Figure 5); and Max Hahn with the complete

model engine (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Back-To-Uick Coripri:ssor-Turbine Rotor

In this time period I worked at my PhD thesis in the Institute of Physics, G.A. University,

Goottingen, under Prof. R.W. Pohl. I showed Prof. Pohl my theoretical investigations, the results,

conclusions and a lproqram for my working model. Although this was quite an extracurricular activity,

completely unrelated to my thesis and te the work o the Institute, Prof. Pohl was open-minded and reacted

very positively. Generously, he gave permission 'or the urn of instruments and equipment of the Institute

and for conducting experiments in the hack of his Institute. I made essential measurements of temperature
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Figure 5. Thu Bartels & buckur Repair Slop

Filjrj 6. May Hahn

and fruJrcurv distribution and gained valuahln experience. Unfortunately, the gasoline combustors were not

finctioninq. It appeared that the combustion did not take place within the combustor, but rather inside the

radial turhine rotor extending into the exhaust Jet; Inng yellow flames leaked out of the turbine, and the

Bl,)airatu
, 

rseohld more a flame-thrower than a turhine. The malfunctioninq of the combustors was

sud-stantiated by temperature indications on the metal surfaces and the formation of lampblack depositions.

Self-st~stained operation could not be achieved, however, the starter enqino was greatly unloaded. While the
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*.xtir imt-rifi cI ocort w is very dIi-,op ei i i nn fsr me, I cari forl,-t ir,'. io To '1 i

no)r'! moIIy was, very stferr an-! ckept icalI , -,- nrol i n th, i i ( , _i '0- o i tf i r :.' ji I~ i c. Hi, !x.ri

hone in(. oirtim i ri in v iew )f ti, f,,( t fl i t fhe! !r ivo. rietor wo. qroif ? on I'oe * i ?: f Iao-' Si',,

out it ho r igi-l plIaco ith (?emir r;lV gree~t p

Theci' tests iniIc,3teS to me tha)t the f urdariirila I cr,rir_-iitor ivci 'lin r'. S t(.TIi lc v net

wore necessary which would reguire timie and rionov exceed ii in, rri vo t '5>q.ii , Pr, f. ",Jtisis to myv

rescue. In a very cord isi discussion he declared that ho was co ny in(ci'! <-f t1 (irro(trc r f 11v

cons i dorat ions and of the qroit fulture Potential itifc' ' rr c r-,s~r*i ,fii~ i'I ft-t

industria!l SLIpport would b~e nceossary. Prof. Pohl was. wi I iri I-, iiv, -, o~slin ft e tter lo anry

company iA mv own choice. nlu itivol y, Itfhouiiht that the one; iine in't;',trv aoi I 1,e neno,!Iv- l'we ci'

I urbine ilovelonment; and thoerofo cI nstod tho Hel nkelCmpr' n iPit(int~ile~leonr

his a i rolane company, and his unconventional th ink inn anld enormous, initerec ii. tie 'Icelop'r"'nt of

hh-spend icaft wern qnnra I Iy known.* Prof. PohlI wrote i lejtter of ricomoetilat ion no) HeinoI i n!

thereupnon Heinkel invited meo to come to his home in Warnomuenseo. He arriled a ccnferencuo betwer. ie ano

(Ireup of his loading engineers about my jot enoine proposals. Tri oengineers weo undecided. Ta-, fu el

censumpt ion of ttie jet eng inc seemed to the oroun extremely higph, b-ut the ljnwer-to-weidbt raitio of a

turb)ojet was considered as Potentially better thain that of the propel Icr/piston onnino. lieinkIls IS wo lno,

* aerodynamic desiqners, S ienfr id andl Walter Guenther, emphasized the riced for h ich eiwer ottut -er fr-setl

isrea (mrore than 200J0 ege i vslent horsepower per Siquare meter of frontal area)I. Tltv alIso acknow resd id

importance of abel ishinq the propellier in view of future higlh-speed aircraft. I siirnsteil that the ;~t

enqine, also could be uti Ii~ed for the Innerat ion of direct lift. The hack-te-back compressor tiirrine

confinuratian could lead to a flat "pancake" typo enqine suitable for winq installation. The tnrust roul

potentially amouint to several times the engine, weight. Heinkel's engineers felt that this Jet (-nrine

appl ication was not attractive; however, si-nce they did not altogether reject the idea of Jetpol lin

Heinkel entered into an agreement with me. Uipen my insistence he made two separate centracts, namoly one

royalty agreement and one emnloyment contract (beginning en April 15, 1936). Max Hahn also became employed!

upon my request, after initial difficultie-s were resolved.

Heinkel wanted ti, keep the Jet development apart from his aircraft organization with the joal to form

a separate gas turbine division in the event that the early phases ef jet development were successful. For

this purpose he made. a clajuse: in my employment contract that I would report and he responsible directly to

him for the development of the 'et en(liniu. However, for reasons of serur ity this development wis ia! led

Sondor-EntwickLueg, i.e., "Special Development" rather than jet engine develoirmeni. For the same reafon lie

wanted the location of the "Spec i~il D~evelopiment' to be separated from the rest of his company, itnd so a

El larnd ltertha mybel i(f abaji a iieqat iv ye ttitado (if the eriyinc i.,ndurtry towaird e' ro',inwos

ve.ry truej; even Inc Air Mini!s;ry lieid qrueil dii culti,!', to parcuade tre eliiia inuuslry to do. I ri
contract offIeIrs for jut ieniqi ne level otpie I
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kind of temporary small building with an adjacent comi-open test stand was erected a considerable ditflC

away from the main building complex. This building provided working space for eight people. After the

building was finished (early June 1936), Heinkol detailed Max Hahn and Dip. Ing. Wilhelm Gundermnrn vill
,

initially two draftsmen to the Special Development.

Heinkel explained to me that he wanted the jet engine development to remain his own enterprise, nt

sponsored by the Air Ministry. He was extremely anxious to fly with jet propulsion as soon as possihlr, ,i W

gave me as a technical target an engine thrust of about 600 kilograms. He wanted me to booin immediately

with the design of such an engine suitable for flight. Ground testing should begin after a time span of one

7' year, on about June 1937.

It became quite clear to me that my original plan to develop first a wel l-functioning combustor and

then begin with an engine design was impossible in view of the political climate and my rathor tenous

position in the corporation and, most of all, the great impatience of Hoinkel. On the other hand, it wa -

also clear to me, from previous experience with my first model, that a poorly functioning combust.er could

result in a nonfunctioning e..gine which could well mean the end of the turbojet project. In this situaticn

I decided to follow a twofold approach, namely to build very quickly a simple jet engine of minimum rsk,

*I  which would demonstrale the jet principle in a very convincing and impressive manner, and to beqin

immediately with a systematic gasoline combustor development. I was convinced that after d successful

demonstration of a jet engine I could win the necessary timespan for the development of combustor ano

flight engine.

d The combination radial outflow compressor and radial inflow turbine in my judqnrent was an ideal

configuration for a jet engine of very low development risk. In order to also have a ver low r isk

combustor, I chose gaseous hydrogen as fuel, which was known to have a very high diffuior soneed and a very

wide fuel-air concentration range in which combustion is possible. I hod conceiver a hydrocen crt hustor

which I was sure would function very well and would not need time-consuming pro-tests. This hydroen

combustor consisted of a large number of hollow vanes with blunt trailing edges placed within tro airnuct

between compressor stator exit and turbine stator inlet (see Figure 7). The gaseous hydrogen was auclod

into the hollow vanes and was injected into the wake downstream from the vanes through a number of small

holes along the blunt trailing edge. My greatest attention was devoted to the calculations end layout of

the hydrogen combustion engine and to the development of the gasol inn combustor. Gundermann and Hahn worked

on a design concept using spin-parts riveted to ring flanges. Gur4ermann particularly made the mechnical

calculations of the sheet metal rotors and discs. The Ifeinkel Corporation was, as an airframe company, well

equipped to produce quickly large spin-parts, lut was unable to manufacture the ring fla~qes and the rvtor

discs. These parts had to be manufactured in a nearby shipyard.

The gasol ine co nbustor development program was as fol lows:

(1) Installation of a two horsepower Sirocco blower with controllable bypass.
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(2) Investigations on segments of annular combustors.

a. Influence of the shape of the combustion chamber.

b. Flame holding mechanisms.

c. Methods of gradual air addition.

d. Factors influencing combustor volume for given pressure and fuel flow.

e. How to obtain a low total pressure drop through the combustor.

(3) Gasoline vapor generation and injection into the combustor (generation of hiclh r(ssurr 7isol ire

I vapor by an electrically heated pressure boiler).

(4) Combustor utilizing atomized liquid fuel.

b' i '
C

a" 0

eS

(Built in 1936; tested in April 1937)

Radius of rotor - 1'

Thrust - 250#
10,000 RPM

Figure 7. Radial Turbojet (He.S.i) with Hydroiien

During 1936 we made only slow progress in the combustor development proglram beaccuse hi;,I iri',

was placed upon design and construction of the hydrogen demonstrator engine He.S.l.

The He.S.1 engine was completed and installed in the test bed rhout the end o# F-hrumry 1 i7. ir' .-t

certain about the exact date of the first run of the hydrogen engine; it may hjve heer, ir , Fr,:.-. )r

early March.* During April most of our test runs were completed.

The apparatus fully met expectations. It reached the anticipatl p,!rfrrminco, il I ,,-lc vrv w,l in

acceleration and deceleration, probably because of the relatively small moment of int. i,!'" rM~r,., r ,r

*Heinkel wrote in his Memoirs thot the first run of the hydrogen enginu He.S.1 tuk pi,,e In' tn F,

1937. This date is definitely wrong because I remember severdl c,),rnert, in whil, ninc .-nfi -, frir, thv

beginning to the first run wer(! nmphasized. In ddilition, I recall that qaltir pu(,(Ir, in I ,, vico f 1.
jet made the demonstration very impr;ssive. During Mar. h and early April .v ofi,, .ri.,.c - fr , . , Ird

prior to our first domonstrdtions to Heinkel s top ,er rrr and imiertnil cr,, It ltst ,', hii i.

cracked the thin ice coverage of the puddles.
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turbine rotor arid the great stability of the hydrogen combustor over the wide operational range. Most of

allI, the psychological effect was enormous. Heinkel and his engineers suddenly bel ieved f irmly in the

feusihilIity of turbojet propulsioni, and my position in the company was now very firm. It also was a

cons iderah le moral Ie hoost to my co-workers and myself .

it shouldI be notedi that Whittle's engine made its first run at the end of April 1937; but in contras't

to the Heinkel enclire, the Whittle engine alrcady operated with liquid fuel, and the first test run was

witnessed jnd documn fted. Fur trhese reasons a comparison of the dates of the first test runs of Heinkel 's

hydroenen engine and Whittle's I iquid fuel onciine- is, in my opinion, not meaningful.

After the sucessful derionstration of the He.S.l, Heinkol exerted a strong pressure for an acceleruted

fl iqht enqine program. We oreatly intensified our combustor developmenit efforts, h)eqinnina in May 1937; and

in loss th;en one year, in early 1938, a combustor with excel lent operational characteristics and very low

total oressurce drot) was achieved. Thos ce CcoMtbusto'rc worked best, however, with qasi fied fuel. The tests, w itt.

atomi Zed I iauuid fuel stlill exhitbited some dIiff icultie!s drinsarting and 1(1w-speed operation which wcre

Sovercomc.'. Max Hahn had helped me mnost effe~ctively in the experimental phases of the comb~tustor

developme~nt proqram.

I should munt i n here theal Gundermann, Hahn and I worked as a team whore each of us had an idea of

* ~,tr-,nntst tectenical interest and competence: Hlahn in manufacturing techneiqjues and combustion

oxm;cr irentat io-n; Cundermann in stres--.s anailysis and mechanical design. He also was head of thQ qroup. of

droft,men. I nave the ov-ral I technical direction, such as uti I izing hydrogen for the first test engine and

is,,l ohineq th'- iprojram for flh comnhu!.tor developmentl. I also made the, layouts for tie test engines,

3eec if ic cl Iy tne thermod)(ynamic ine I ys is and the inlmd I aerodynaoics, dnd became versed in the desin

techn i ijeis of axiadl f low comp,;reo(rs.

Iiqr ,~ 1,. 1451 I -.mej
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During the last months of 1937, the Guonthers beqan with prodesign studies of the first jet propelled

aircraft and specified as a necessary thrust 500 kilograms. This aircraft was in many respects an

experimental aircraft for demonstration of the principle andcharacleristics of jet propulsion, but had

already provisions for some armament.

In late 1937, while I was working on various layouts of the flight engine, Max Hahn disclosed to me an

idea of arranging the combustor in the largo unused space in front of the radial flow compressor. He

pointed out that this would greatly reduce rotor length and total weight. I thought that this was an

excel lent idea. I could see many additional mechanical and aerodynamical advantages. So I incorporated

Hahn's suggestion in the layout of the flight engine and worked out the aerodynamics of the air ducts and

the mixing of the flame gases with the bypass air (Figures 8 and 9).

In view of the initial difficulties I had with Max Hahn's employment, it gave me great satisfaction to

notify Heinkel and the Patent Division about Hahn's proposal. The company proceeded with an international

patent.*

-A-

... .~ .. .. 7

ri, u 9. 1937 D sign

As!.e from the combustor problems a na , Ulty of the flight engine lay in the need for

achieving a high massflow and high component efficiencies of compressor and turbine. The high massflow was

obtained by an unconventionally large ral io of comnressor rotor inlet diameter to rotor exit diameter.

Normally such a compressor configuration would result in very large inlet losses caused by too high Mach

numbers and too large inlet blade curvatures. I tried to reduce these losses by means of an axial inducer

staqe which gave the inlet flow both a prncompression and a prerotation, thereby substantially reducing the

mach number and curvature of the rotor inlet bladinq.

Since the flight engine had to be completed in a very short time (early spring 1939), we had to freeze

Tne Enccloedia Britannica speaks of a juint patent of Max Hahn and Hans vn Ohain. This is incorrect;
H,jhn was the solo inventor of the "Front Combustor" cnnfiguration. The von Ohaln patents had been applied

for several years prior to Max Hahn's patent application.
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t('- dosinn in about early surmner 1938. At that time the combustor with atomized liquid fuel injection was

not worki-q entirely satisfactorily; therefore, we used the system with internal fuel gasification for the

f; st fliqht engines (Figure 10). It was planned to utilize an independent accessory drive for the first

fi, tt engines; for later engines, utilization of the atomized liquid fuel injection and a mechanical

icce,;nry drive developed by Gundermann was planned.

---- ' ---

Fiquru 10. 1938 Design

AhoIt ejrly 1938 the detailed desiqn of the He 178 bean. Gundermann made essential contributions to

trtc <_ape of the air inlet, ahd the air and exhaust gas ducts (Figures 11 to 14).

In lite spring of 1939 engine and airframe were completed, but the net thrust was considerably below

the anticipated 500 kilograms; therefore, a take-off fro the relatively short company air field was not

,ossit)l. Wo made a number of internal engine adjustments, specifically in the exchangeable

Aiir -.,,,r-diff(;-ser and turbinie slator. In Auqust the eng ine pe(rformance reached nearly the anticipated

* :, ,es. On AuquIlt 27, 1939, Heinkol's test pilot, E. Warsitz, made the first successful flight.

-_ -,

F iouro 11. DO ii loI Dq_,iqn of ihii 1938 He 178
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ijur 12.Th. Heic.Hu 178

mob

~i (jur 14. f~~ /

fileinke!t immr, d i-tpl v inforr,l hirih Air "i n i try nf I c jal it out 1i fI iWhI an'
4 

invi tel tt

demonstrat ion wh ich took pniecc in Fai1l 1939. To ticink-l I, d i ,pi n,irni , hi , v i'.it' 1f- wc!rc m

nd if ferert . Ivrho uca few tron tths llOr HU'i nku I, p roposa, I for t i I i eloo . I h ilt#'-'

He 58A turbojets inistal loed under thc wiriq, wes5 accrulid Iby lhe Air Min i.Ii (f imtr t 15, It,, x .
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z-E -

'I-'.-

F qr 5.TeHe20 h HiklJe ihV

It isntteproeo ypeetto o si psil ogv eeacmlt it )o h

this ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I atiueitetcnia rur of the ir 80 Mii the.,U6 Ile nkIJt, Mac aniltrgyHemu c lrwr

from the beginning strong proponents of this now propulsion system. In fact, Scholl) had personally

investigated the best application regimes of advanced aerul ropulsion systems including the propeller gas

turbine, the bypass engine, the pure turbojet and the ramjot, which he presented to the Germaon Academy of

Aeron~autics in the late 1930~s. He used the results of his study for planning and guiding purposes. Both
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F iguru 16. T1.i Huv SbA

Mauch and Schelp appreciated Heinkel Is complete lack of experienced engine, designers, fucilIit is, an

machine tools. Therefore, Mauch and Scheip approached the German aircraft engine industry in 1938 and

*offered contracts for study and development of turbojets. The aircraft engine industry, however, did nvt

4 ~believe in nor was interested in gas turbine engine developments. After many initial difficulties Mauch dr,,!

Sche Ip f inall Iy succeeded i n the ir negot iat ions w ith J unkers, Brame, BMW; and these compan ies a( cepted j CT

engine study contracts, whi le Daimler Benz ultimately refused. The junkers' development of ttue 004 cniair,,-

was headed by Dr. Anselm Franz who was in charge of internal aerodynamics arid turbo superciarqtcrs, whilIn

Dr. Herman Oestrich became head of the 003 development team after Bramci and BMW had ierged.

F iquru 17. Thu Flu 5&A
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Hein~ol's competitors had larger teams with great eneine design competence and excellent facilities.

lieinel realizled tite need for an engine company and made an agreement with the Air Ministry to purchase the

Hirth Engine Company -- a side condition was that the He-280 should make its first flight in Spring 1941.

The He-280 jctually flew for the first time on April 2, 1941, and a few days thereafter Heinkel could

acqjuire the Hirth Company.

in subsequent fligrt test of the He-280, a top speed of 485 mph was attained at 20,000 foot altitude,

out r,igtner speeds (about 550 mph) were expected once the anticipated engine thrust (1600 pounds), would be

reachbed.

U~inql tiie fcIl owinn two yeairs, nine prototypes of the He-280 were bui It and tested at mi I itary

proving qrounds, and on various occasions flight demonstrations were made. In one instance a mock combat

between the Ho-280 and a contemporary propeller fighter was arranged where th-j He-280 displayed clear

,uper ior;ty.

In the Spring of 1942, prospects for preproduction of the He-280 looked favorable, while the

Messerschmitt 262 with axial flow turbojet Jumo 004 was plagued with several problems and delays. However,

this picture soon changed wnt-en the main difficulties with the Me-262 were resolved by early 1943. The

Me-262 proved to be superior over the He-280 with respect to both aircraft and engine performance and was

chosen for future large-scale production. Therefore, in March 1943, work on the He-280 was terminated. The

performance of thu Messerschmitt advanced rapidly and in mid 1944 a speed of 624 mph was demonstrated.

By the end of 1944, the BMW engine (003) was chosen for the Heinkel He-162.

For the Heinkel Corporation the most important result of the early flights of the He-280 was the

acquisition of the Hirth Company. In 1942 1 joined with my team the newly created Hoinkel-Hirtn Company.

The former Hirth Company not only had excel lent shops and facilities, but also outstanding scientific as

well as practical engineers and support personnel. Integration of the former Hirth and Heinkel teams into a

restructured broader organization proceeded very harmoniously. Top engineers of the Hirth group received

* leading positions in this new organization. One noteworthy example is Dr. Max Bentele, renowned

* aeromechanical engineer with a national reputation in turbine blade vibrations. Dr. Max Bentele became

if f tho G,::, Turbine Component Development Division in the newly-formed Heinkel-Hirth organization.

In Fall 1942, the Heinkel-Hirth Corporation received a government contract to develop a new turbojet,

thie HeS.0l1. Tne technical and performance specifications had been worked out by H. Schelp of the Air

Ministry, who then hajd envisioned the future need for a higher performance engine for new applications as

wel I s a rfjpla(:emer;t of tl'e Jumo 004 and the BMW 003. Emphasis was placed on a high comprossion ratio of

about 5:1 for gredter fuel economy and aircraft range, a thrust of 3000 pounds and no uti I ization of

strategic malerials such as nickel which cal led for a completely air-cooled turbine.

We abandoned the: radial outflow compressor arid radial inflow turbine, which are living on, however in

small gas turiuines. Dr. Max bentlo devi~,ed a novel air-cooled axil turbine with d mTrsl efficient
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urilizat ion ot cool incl air and extremely low manufacturing cost (Figure 18). By the end of 1944 the

soecified performance had been met and transgressed, )nid production drawings had largely been completed.

beoinninq of production was scheduled for early summer 1945.

'I

Fit

F igure 18. Air-Coolca Axial Turtbirio Deviscd by Max BentQlo
j

In Great britaiin the early turbojet dlevelopment was carried out by essentially one man, Sir Frank

Whittle. His first turb~ojet patunt in 1930 of an axial flow compressor followed by a radial inflow

co~mpressor represented a very advanced confiquration. Although radial flow comprossors in large turbojet

en(lines have been abandoned for a long time, they may have an exe ellent chance for a comoback as the last

,Iaiqu in o ruliistago axial flow compressor in largo fan engines.

hil-Itlu's first tent stand engine, having a single U-shape combustor, ran in April 1937. whiCh

rtpresented the first liquid fuel aircraft gas turb)ine test run in the world. Sir Frank Whittle achieved

* ii, '1 oals in the f,,ce- of qreate-st advrsities. His, struggle and final success, and the early phases of

iGriit Britain's industrial Jet developments are excellently described in his book Jet.

In the United States theoretical investigations on jet propulsion were conducted by 1ha Bure.au of

Stdadrds, in the early 1920s based on a system in which a turbo-compressor was driven by a reciprocating

encline (simnilar to theo Caprnni Campini sysiem flown on August 28, 1940). The high overall propulsion system

weightt andl thei low propulsive efficiency duo to the relatively low speed of aircraft at that time made this

propl I ion system appeair unattract iv..
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In th late 1930(s to as turh inn engine developments were undortakei: The turbodyne propeller gas

turbine and lnt puro turbojet of Dr. Nathan C. Price. Both engines had very advanced dosign features and

extreme niqh pressure ratioS, which were too far beyond the state of thu art and thus could not succeed.

In Summer 1941, General H. Arnold became aware of the Whittle engine and its ircraft, the Gloster E

28/39, which had made its first flight in May, 1941. General Arnold recognized the enormous future

potential of jet oropulsion. After an agreement was signed between the American Secretary of War and the

British Air Coninission, the Whittle engine and drawings were shipped to the United States in late

Septemher, 1941. Upon direction of General Arnold, a copy of the Whittle engine was to be built by the

General Electric Company in Lynn, Massachusetts, because of the company's great experience in

superchargers. At the same time a twin jet airplane powered by the G.E. engines was to be constructed by

Bell Aircraft Company in Buffalo. A few months thereafter on March 18. 1942, General Electric built Whittle

engine GElA, ran it on the test stand; and October 3, 1942, the Bell Airacomet (XP-59A) equipped with two

GEIA engines flew successfully at Muroc, California and reached flight altitudes up to 10,000 feet. For the

United States the Jet Age had begun, and soon after this flight the United States industry was building jet

engines of their own design.

In France, turbojet development was essentially dormant during World War II. After the war Dr.

Oostrich and his team who had developed the 003 which ultimately had demonstrated outstanding performance

characteristics went to France and laid the foundation for France's turbojet industry. The enorm.

know-how of this group and the advanced turbojet projects they transplanted to France minimized '.e effects

of France's inactivity in aircraft gas turbine development during the war, and in the mid 1950s the French

Caravelle arid the British Comet were the earliest mass produced passenger jet transports in the world.

In Russia, I believe, the acquisition of Rolls Royce engines has made a great impact on Russian jet

technology, but the entire Russian turbojet evolution is not sufficiently know to me to assess this with

certainty.

C. The Evolution of Aircraft Gas Turbine Engines

The early jet engines were simple and had a ratio of power output to weight far more favorable than

piston engines (about two to three times greater), and were capable of greater flight speeds than propeller

engines because the compressor elements were shrouded. However, lifetime, reliability, and overall fuel

efficiency were substantially below the standards of propeller/piston engines.

Consistent with the initially stated thrusts, the broad goals in the gas turbine development can be

briefly stated as follows:

(I) Improvement of Structural Integrity for Greater Endurance, Life Reliability, and Total Life Cycle

Cost Redict )n. Since the late 1940s, a tremendous effort has been made to combat fatigue by analytical

' ens of vibrations, creation of advanced diagnostics techniques, advanced materials and
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manufacturing processes. Through the' a efforts tne engine life has increased froi 20-40 hours in the miI

1940s to currently 10,000 hours and more.

%2) Improvement of Overall Efficiency (Tnero:iodynamic and Propulsive Effici,:ncy) for Increabiny Fuel

Economy Range, and Total System Cost. the first step toward higher thrmodynrmic efficiencius was

i;icreosin t the turbine and compressor pressure ratio. From pressure ratis of 4:1 in the mie 1940s t,, 10:1

! in the 1950s, 20:1 in the late 1960s, and perhaps 40:1 in the future. Such hiqti pressuru ratio necessitate

more than one spool compressors, variable stator vanes, better shrouas, sedlS, and possibly (lap contrc;(. As

a consequence of the increasing number of variable geometry engine component,,, Tne control ,ystems became

>4 more and more complex and sophisticated.

While the thermodynamic efficiency was continously improved, the propulsive- efficiency had to be

in(creased also in order to attain highest overall efficiencies. For this purnos the ducted fort enqine was

employed by which the massflow of the jet is increased, while the average jet velocity is decreased,

resulting in an improved propulsive efficiency. The first ductod fan engifnes were built in the mic 1950s

with relatively low bypass ratios (1:1 to 2:1). The problems associated with high bypass ratios, around 5:1

and possibly greater, were resolved in the early 1960s with the help and support of the Acre Propulsion

Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, especially of Cliff Simpson.

(3) Improvements of the Ratius of Thrust-to-Engine Weight and Frontal Area. Improvements in

thrust-to-weight ratio have a strong impaci on aircraft maneuverability, flighl envelope, and speed

capability. Unfortunately, the above described improvements in overaill efficiency have inhtrently an

adverse effect on the thrust-to-weighl ratio of the engine. However, simultuncously with tht; efficiency

improvements, strong efforts had been made to reduce engine eight. This resultd in the trends shown in

Figure 2 which indicate that both overall efficiency and power-to-weight ratio increased over the years.

The weight reductions were achieved by the following means:

a. Advanced designs constantly striving towards stronger and l ighte'r structures.

b. Lighter, stronger, and more heat resistant materials.

c. Increase in throughflow per frontdl area approaching the theoretical lirit.

d. High stage pressure ratio in compressor and turbine to reduce number of staqeb ard t hereby

total engine weight.

e. Higher Turbine Inlet Temperature: In the mid 1940s, turbine inlet temi~teraturos urc around 140u

degrees Fahrenheit. These temperatures were incr,,usud continuously 1nrjufmi the following

technological advancements: more uniform and suitable comrbuslor exit temperature profiles,

improved internal cooling methods, advanced maftrials and matorials treatment, suen as directional

solidification, and advanced manufacturing techniques. As a rusult, toey'", turbine inlet

lemperatures are nearly doubled.

f. Increase in Engine Size: In the early 1940s the enqiri- tthrusl was rnging between 1U0 and Z00
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pounds. With the advent of the large jet trarisportt, and ju bunLurs ii tu erli 1 os (;n, iri.

thrust rose to more than 1,O000 pounds. With supersonic ajircruft aid li i II ryir trf,s,)url .

and Boeing 747), the thrust of thie largest engines is now qro:-;tur tj,,)n 50,DOj L) unds.

g. Constant and Variable Cycle Engines: For aircraft missions wit;; CfnlTdnt spu c ovtr t,)bl 0, l,,

mission time, for example a long-range transport with fliqht Mat. number 6.9, I i iu .u ,Ja

--* ':;i optimized for this particular flight speed. Efficiency trends of v.orious types 5t . rnv rc;.~lsor

systems for single speed operation are shown in Figure 19, which I will isCu5s nri. 'y:

h. For subsonic flight, the propeller-gas turbine with very hiqlh pr,;ssuru r io i(,u i ,e ost

- propulsion system.

SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET

.2 60% TURBOPROP SUBSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET

HIGH BYPASS TURBOFAN
LOW BYPASS TURBOFAN

50. TURBOJET -
-Io,

40% - do%
A%

30% O THRUST X FLIGHT SPEED
OVERALL EFFICIENCY HEAT INPUT PER SECOND

20% " PISTON ENGINE

5 6 Mn
106.0 8.2 Ts/To

10% 7.8 37 150 530 1670 Ps/Po

1000 2000 3000 4000
MPH MPH MPH MPH

Figure 19. Trends in Aeropropulsion Efficiency

i. For transonic flight the high bypass ratio ducted fan engine is the most suitable ergine. At

this flight speed the ram pressure begins to contribute to the engine efficiency.

j. In low supersonic flight, Mach 1.5, a low bypass ratio ducted fan enine can be sl iontly better

than the turbojet. Engine pressure ratio can be reduced aue to hioih ran, pressure.

k. At higher supersonic flight speeds, Mach 2 to 3, the ram pressure beuies most siqnificarit and

a low pressure ratio straight turbojet represents the best propulsion system.

I. Beyond Mach 3 the ram pressure becomes so high that a turtojet would not contribute to overall

efficiency, and the subsonic combustion ramjet is the Lest propulsion system.

m. Beyond Mach 6 ram pressure and ram stagnation tomperatura are too hiih for a subsonic
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coribustion ramjet. Thorefore, the air at the oegirlninq of the combustion is decelerat<d oinly to a

lower supersonic speed which led to the term supersonic cornbu.tion rarijut.

It is interesting to .oto that the overall of Iicioncy of aercipropulsiin Systomls iricrua',vS is their

operational flight Mach number incredses. The speed arnd altitude rogimes for tico various types uf

propulsion syste s are shown in Figure 20.

400

PISTON ENGINES 3RAM
JITURBO ENGINES SrELE

LL SUPERSONIC RAMJET (SUB. SON. COMB.) i
0 300 -

HYPERSONIC RAMET (SUP. SON. COMB.) Vzq

0 200

0 -0

.1 .2 .4 .6.8B1 2 4 6 810 20 40 60

VELOCITY (THOUSANDS OF FEET/SEC.)

F igure 20. Sp.ed an,, A IttideRi i

With the advent of supersonic flighi, emphasis was placed on efficient flighit ujperalion, rnot only at

one specific supersonic flight speed but over a large regime of flight speeds. For e xample, a~ supurso-ic

passenger transport requires not only very efficient enginev operation at supersonic desigIn spuod but ilsQ

at transonic speeds for climbing, flying over the American cuntinent, or cro)ssing half the Atlaintic in (d-e

one engine fails. Anotner quite different type of multimission would be a Vertical or Short Take Gff an(!

Landing (V/STOL) aircraft with efficient transonic or supersonic cruise requirements. Engines which tiuv,, to,

operate efficiently in different flight speed regimes are often called "Variable Cycle Enqiies.1 In the

broadest sense, they have the objective to achieve a reasonable compromise in total eflicioncy ove-r j raiige

*of anticipated flight speeds. Of course, over this anticioated speed range, engine thrust ruist be lnatcthed

to aircraft thrust requirements, and engine massf low to the massf low capturing characteristic. of the inilet

duct for avoiding spillover drag.

The idea of the variable cycle engine is more than two decades old, arid sonic supersonic eriqines

actually have what could be called variable cycle features. The varioble cycle e(nine to its full entent is

a future objective; it depends perhaps greatly on the ingenuity of a specific variable cycle engine concept

-whether performance gains and fuel savings will outwoight the increased weight and ceniplexily of enoine
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and control system.

Broadly sketched, these were the ways the evolution of aircraft gas turbine engines progressed from

the simple, low performance, short-life turbojets 35 years ago to the complex, high performance long-life

engines of today.

D. Future Aeropropulsion Systems

Now, I would like to address two questions which are often raised:

(1) Is the current state of engine evolution at a point where further technological advancements are

of diminishing returns?

(2) Is the current gas turbine situation similar to that of the piston engine in the mid 1930s, when a

major breakthroutgh in the form of a rad ical ly new engino wJs just around the corner?

To the first question, the answer is NO: Future technology advancements of strictly evolutionary

nature will have an enormous impact on future propulsion systems. Specifically, beneficial effects will be

(oAtained on tne following engine characteristics: Reliability; operational characteristics; manufacturing

cost; tuel economy; maintenance; range of engine applications; flight envelope; maneuverability. The

conpounded effects of those technology advancements over the next decades will give the impression of a

technological breakthrough in comparison to our current state-of-the-art engines. The underlying estimates

of technology advancement are as follows: The overall efficiency, which currently is already as high aS

that of a diesel engine, may advance by 15 percent to 20 percent, and the thrust to weight ratio may well

increase by a factor two. Variable cycle technology very likely will advance, which may furthermore

contribute to fuel saving.

To the second question: It is not possible to predict or rule out the coming of radical innovations.

One might speculate, however, in what areas radical innovations could have a strong impact on propulsion.

Examples for such areas could be:

(I) Application of new energy sources and energy release processes to propulsion including air-rocket

hybrid systems for high speed propulsion.

(2) New methods of efficiently transferring energy to environmental air (current methods are limited

to turnomachinory, and waves employed, e.g., in the complex).

(3) Radically new methods of functional integration of aero-vehicle and deropropulsion system.

These examples sh,,uld illustrate that "radical" innovation must not immediately be equated with

"dif!igravity" or violations of the basic laws of Nowton or thernodynamics.

To the other part of question 2, namely: is the current gas turtine engine situation similar to that

of the pisloii engIr: of the 1930s? The answer is NU:

In the mid 1930s, it was shown that the aero-vehicle could fly at high transonic and supersonic

* speeds, while the propeller/piston engine coula not exceed about 450 mphi or at best 500 mph. Therefore,
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the new gas turbine propulsion system in the mid 1930s unlocked a new frontier in flight speed. This

situation does not exist today. Today, in any flight speed-altitude regime where an aero-vehicle

conceivably can fly, an aeropropulsion system can operate. Therefore, whenever a major breakthrough in

aeropropulsion should occur, it will not unlock a new flight speed frontier, but could lead to more

efficient, less expensive, lighter propulsion systems, potentially with application for V/STOL.

Let us now discuss some other promising areas for future technology efforts:

Important future technological advancements can be expected from the area of engine airframe

integration. Currently, the major concern is to achieve a full understanding and finally a reduction of

engine installation drag under all major flight conditions. An additional area which promises potentially

great future gains is the area of "functional engine airframe integration." From this area evolutionary as

well as radicul innovations may emerge. The evolutionary efforts may be concerned with the following

topics:

* (1) Improved methods of preventing flow separation by boundary layer control through employing fan air

without loss in overall propulsive thrust.

-" (2) Drag reduction and efficiency improvement through propulsion by boundary layer acceleration.

(3) Thrust augmentation; thrust vectoring for V/STOL applications.

*(4) Improved methods of engine induced supercirculation.

Another very important future endeavor is total cost reduction. Efforts will be directed toward

improved manufacturing processes, design simplifications, reduction of maintenance time, increase in life

*and reliability, and also improved performance such as increased overall efficiency and thrust-to-weight

ratio.

The last and most fascinating frontier may be the evolutionary approach toward supersonic and possibly

hypersonic long-range transportation. Ironically, one major obstacle to high speed transportation is that

portion of the journey which takes place on the ground between home and embarking the aircraft and between

debarking and place of destination. In essence, remodeling the total airport system is one of the most

important and challenqinq tasks for supersonic transportation to become more widely accepted.

Anolhu-r obstacle, of course, is th., economicdl problem of supersonic flight. Fuel is a strong factor

and engines with variable cycle features will be needed. The solution will not come alone from the engine.

* Work on a better L/D of the airframe will be equally or even more important.

Finally, the environmental problems, whatever they may be, must be clarified and solutions must be

found.

In my opinion, it is most likely that supersonic transportation on a much broader scale than currently

with the Concorde will come, but it is difficult to estimate the time. We may have to think in decades

rather than in years.

From the Wright brothers' first aircraft engine in 1903, the evolution of aeropropulsion systems
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progressed with ever-Increasing vigor to the present. Ahead of us still lies probably a greater time span

until this evolution reaches a plateau.
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